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On 11/18/65, in accordance with previously~made 
arrangements, NY 694-S* met his Soviet contact NIKOLAI 
TALANOV on the stairwell on the 7th floor of the building 
at 120 Wall Street. There was no conversation between 
NY 694~S* and TALANOV. ‘TALANOV delivered to NY 694~S* 
itt $120,000.00 of which was in $100. bills, 
40,000.00 in $50. bills, and $55,000.00 in $20. bills, 

and also a Marlboro cigarette pack, chemically treated, 
containing a lengthy microfilmed message, which was partially 
ceded. 

NY 694-S* delivered to TALANOV a number of messages, 
one of which was in cipher, the rest being in partial code. 
The said messages were enclosed in a small metal container. 
(The serial numbers on the aforementioned bills will be 
Checked against lists of currency issued to Soviet establishments 

in Washington, Ὁ. C., and New York City, and if any identification 
thereof should be made, the Bureau will be so advised.) 

Although there were no words exchanged between 

ΝΥ 694-s* and TALANOV, the latter, before leaving NY 694~s* 
embraced NY 694-s*, yy 
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The following is the message delivered by TALANOV 
to NY 694-s*: ᾿ ΕΝ 

"TO JACK BROOKS 

"1. Your message through micro-transceiver November 10 
was ‘very good. We believe you can use this channel more 
often. It is more safe. Please, don?t be in a hurry when 
‘you have 5.30 groups. You could transmit 45-50 groups - 
with that speed which you used. Besides that we would 
ask you to have the microphone during recording a little 
bit far from you. . 

"We shall forget Woolworths and Goldsmiths and start 
8, new round of places for micro-transc@ivers as follows: 
(all places -- Manhattan) ; 

‘M4 cro-transceiver 1 (next) ' | 

Shop Lamston located at 5ist Street and Madison Ave. 
N. E. corner. Your point from where you transmit - 
pocket-book section at window facing Madison Ave. 
Time: 2:15 P.M. sharp. 

"Micro-~transceiver 2 

Card shop, 220 W. 34th Street. Your point - 
Greeting cards section at the window facing 
34th Street. Time: 2:40 P.M. sharp. 

"Micro-transceiver 3 

Movie theater Loew's Capital located at Broadway 
and 5ist Street. Your point ~ in the middle of the 
orchestra. Time: 7 P.M. sharp (according to clock 
that le near the screen 

"Mi cro-transceiver ἢ 

Macy's Meat Department (entrance near the corner 
of 34th Street and 7th Ave.) Your point ~ lst row | 
at the window facing 34th Street. Time: 2:15 P.M. sharp. 
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"Micro-transceiver 5 

Subway. Lexington Ave. Line. Stop 33d street. 
Your point - downtown platform, opposite 
entrance-exit. Time: 2:30 P.M. sharp. 

"Micro-transceiver 6 

Cafe Horn and Hardart located at 451 Lexington 
Ave. and 45th Street. ‘Your point ~ one of the 
tables on the right from the entrance. 
Time: 2:30 P.M, sharp. ἮΝ 

"The above-mentioned places can be used only once. 
Lill give you new places later. ᾿ 

"Please stay inside shop about 10 minutes after 
‘transmission to allow me to go away from the place. 
I shall not be inside, therefore you should press the button 
according to the appointed time. 

"As to the subway station, I would ask you not to press 
the button ‘when express train is passing, wait for a 
moment. ‘So far in all cases you have only transmitter. 

"I prefer to have different time as it is scheduled for 
the sake of the safety. May I have your opinion? 

"2, Telephone Numbers for acknowledgement; 

November - December 7449200 

January - February ο 6829511 or MR 29885 (you can | 
use any one, particularly when one 
of them is busy:) | 

March -- April EL 59310 

"3, Drops ΝΝ 

"As we agreed all drops will ‘be used only one ἐΐπ. Ὁ | 
Drop HATTIE is 0.K. | ΝΜ 
Drops in Panars Self Service Restaurant and in Bow Wow . 

of drops, but*She ame after another. | 
Restaurant are ook: You can include them in next list 

e 

-3- 
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DROP 
"Sua IDA cannot be used because it 15 located near : 
Amtorg. There are some FBI near IDA. 

"We have the following drops: 1. BETH (next). 
« CATHERINE 4, DONNA. 5. ‘EVA. 6. FRANCES. 

7. GRETA. 8. HATTIE. τ ὦ 

We are waiting for next list of drops ‘beginning 9. 

"SIGNALS ὀὠ  ἜΤγοῦ CALL US WITH TOY ‘THROUGH WALKY-TALKY _ 
Two short signals = personal rendezvous (-- ~~) | 
Three short signals (-~ -- τοῦ - drop 
Four short signals (-= -- ~- --) = micro-transceiver 
Five short signals (=~ τ «- -~ -~) - repeat radio! 

“We acknowledge the receipt of ‘your signals in 15-20 seconds 
with those combinations that we received. In case we are 
wrong you should repeat your signal in four minutes. If 
your signal is received and acknowledged, personal rendezvous, 
drop, micro-transceiver will take place on the following ἃ 
according to appointed time (personal rendezvous 7:05 a 
Drop, micro~transceiver ~ according to schedule). 

"We will cell you ‘by putting signals (strips of tape) 
on agreed point of Wall Street Station, Lexington Ave. ‘Line, 
-ERT Subway. 

One strip of black tape ~ personal rendezvous 
Two strips of black tape - drop | 
One strip of green tape ~ micro-transcelver 

"You check this place in the morning (excluding radio days, 
Saturdays, Sundays) and give us acknowledgement on that | 
day at 7:05 P.M. Personal rendezvous, drop or micro- 
transceiver will take place on the following day. 

"In Case of Urgency 

One strip of red tape - personal rendezvous ) Will teke 
Iwo strips of red tape ~ drop ; ' place on the 
Two strips of green tape - micromtransceiver) same day 

without 
acknowlegement 

wl. 
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"Tn all cases reserve personal rendezvous, drop or 
 micro~transceiver will take place in a week. 
“please, don't touch the strips, we will take them away. 

"SOME WORDS ABOUT WALKY-TALKY SCHEDULE 

“We agree to listen to your signals in the evening at 
7:50 P.M. to 8 P.M. Let us have as a test November 23. 

"It seems to us that the time 5:50 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. will 
be more convenient for you. You could give your walky- 
talky signals returning home from your office. We will 
listen to your walky-talky as a test November 30 from 
5:50 PM, to 6:00 PLM. . 

"May have ‘your opinion on more conven@#ht time for you? 
We are ready to do it at any time. : 

“Please, keep it in mind ‘that we don't have walky-talky 
schedule for January. We would like to have it before 
December 10," | 

The messages transmitted to TALANOV by NY 694-s* 
are as follows: 

(1) 

The following message was in cipher: 

"Reference to radio reception on Tuesday, November 16, 3R2, 
1115 GMT, freq. 9347 radio fair, but heavy atmospheric and 
QRM disturbances. . 1135 GMT, freq. 10345, radio much 
improved less atmospheric disturbances and QRM, 1155 GMT, 
freq. 11449 radio all signals perfect no atmospheric 
disturbances no QRM--these gignals are equal to the very 

pest of the radios in the past.” 
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(2) 

The following messages were partially coded: 

"Below is a portrait of CG 5824-S* for identification. 
This is in the event of my absence at a time when 8 
personal contact must be made. Should such a gontact 
‘be made for the first time CG 5824-S* will carry a_copy 
of Iife Magazine under his left arm and have a bandaid — 
on his left index finger. The recognition code words 
Will ‘be, 'Do you have the time! ----- answer, 'It's 7:05.! 
You will then show him cur business card. 

"Please note: CG 5824-S* as you may know travels 
extensively in USA and to insure he is available 
for personal contact with you, please indicate at least 24 
hours in advance." 

“Attached to the aforementioned message was a 
photograph of CG 5824-S*. 

(The Chicago Office has requested that in future, 
the personal name of CG 5824-S* not be included in communications; 
hence the identification of CG.5824-S* as above.) 

(3) "Por security reasons, in connection with the _ 
plackout of last Tuesday, November 9th, I did not go 
through with the walky-talky test on that evening. I 
am sure you understood the problem. I made the test 
‘last night November 16th, but did not hear ‘your 
acknowledgement. You will recall that we have agreed 
that any arrangements - contact or otherwise -- that 
are not completed will take place one week later ~ at 

- game place and same time. 

"Since there will be no opportunity for me to 
make a further test from now until after January 15th, 
LET IT BE UNDERSTOOD THAT THE WALKY~TALKY SIGNAL 
ARRANGEMENT STILL STANDS IF I NEED YOU ON MORNINGS AS 
SCHEDULED ~- 7:50 ΔΜ to 8:00 AM," 
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(4) tpersonal Rendezvous CARL 

"Personal rendezvous CARL, Metropolitan Ave. and 72nd Road. 
{Forest Hills) Start from front of Cinemart Movie © - 
Theatre (NE corner Metropolitan Ave. and 72nd Road 
at 8:05-P.M. sharp, walk north on 72nd Road 1 block to 

_ Manse Street and then west 1 block to Tend Ave., turn 

' north m 72nd, then proceed north 2 blocks to Kessel 
Street, walk 1 block west on Kessel Street to 715 Ave. 

Turn north on 715 Ave. to Ingram Street then ‘walk east 

on Ingram Street towards Yellowstone Boulevard. I ‘will 

then teatech up with you’ on Ingram Street as you ‘turn 

from 7ist Ave. (My starting point will be opposite the 

Cinemart Theatre (Parkside Bar, 105-22 Metropolitan Ave.) 
I will walk at first in opposite direction towards 

Ascan Ave., then north to Loubet Street and always 

parallel to you on another street to our contact point." 

Attached to the above message was a photograph of the 

Cinemart Theatre. . 

(5) “See detailed maps next 2 frames" 

᾿ Following thé above message were maps reflecting the 
general areas of the places of personal rendezvous above mentioned. 

(6) "Phe following are drops HARRIET and ‘IDA." 

Attached to this message were photographs of ‘the 

drop HARRIET (Mc Donald's Hamburger Stand) and drop IDA ! 

(Libby's Diner and Bar). Following the said photographs 

was a description thereof as follows: 

. “Mc Donald!s Hamburger Stand, north side Old Country 

‘Road and Central Ave., Westbury, Long Island (located near 

large shopping center and busy stores, etc.). Parking lots 
completely around this stand. Men's washroom on east side of 

stand. Time: 3:00 P,M. - Men's washbasin left side." 

‘Tapby?s Diner and also bar 45 located on north side 

@14 Country Road, Westbury, Long Island (opposite Orbach's 

Department Store). Parking is on all sides, one can enter 

Libbyts Diner, go to the men's washroom (to the right as you 

enter) and from ‘there exit through the bar (ownership is same) - 

Place magnet under washbasin, left side. Time: 8:15 P.M." — 

~T- ‘ 
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(7) "The following are suggested personal rendezvous 
for future if you approve." 

Attached to this message were maps of the area 
wherein are located the Unter Den Linden Restaurant, 
3276 Westchester Ave., Bronx, and the Pelham Log Cabin 
Bar & Restaurant, 3289 Westchester Ave. (near Burr Ave.) 
1/2 block within IRT Subway exit. 

Upon opening the bag containing the $215,000.00, 
above-mentioned, NY 694-S* found a white elastic belt conteining 
ἃ pecker. Although no mention ‘was made of the belt ‘by TALANOV, 

694~S* assumes that the belt is intended, to hold the 
micro-transceiver apparatus when it is in operation, 

8. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 

᾿ letterhead memorandum (LHM) captioned "COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION DOCUMENT RELATING TO AID, MILITARY AND ECONOMIC, 
PROVIDED | TO THE DEMOCRATIC ‘REPUBLIC OF ‘VIET NAM". 

ἤν & 

ROE: ma 
The information set forth in the enclosed LHM was 

orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 11/12 and 15/65 to SAs 
WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

79: The document which is referred to in the enclosed 
LHM was made available to CG 5824-S* for his review during a 
visit to Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU) Headquarters, Building ἃ, Kremlin, Moscow, USSR, 
on 11/3/65, just prior to a meeting with Central Committee 
representatives. IGOR MIKHAILOV, Assistant to the Head of 
the North and South American Section, International Department, 
Central Committee, CPSU, made the document available to the 
source and was present at ‘the time it was read. While the ia 
Source noted that he had not secured the verbatim contents of , 
this document, he noted ge) felt that he had secured in essence : 
the bulk of the pertinent/ nfopre which had appeared there- 
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The enclosed LHM has been classified toppectret 
Since the unauthorized disclosure of this information could 
reasonably result in the disclosure of the source who is fur~- 
nishing information on the highest level concerning the Inter~ 
national Communist Movement. 

To further protect the identity of this source, the 
LHM has been shown as being made at Washington, D.C, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to i eho of Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 

November 16, 1965 

TO RET 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION 
DOCUMENT RELATING TO AID, MILITARY AND 
ECONOMIC, PROVIDED TO THE DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC OF VIET NAM 

In mid-November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

As of early November, 1965, the Central Committee, pase 
f Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), had prepared and 

available a detailed document relating to.aid, both military 
and economic, which had been rendered to the Democratic 
Republic of Viet Nam (DRV) since 1953. This document carried 
a classification of "Secret" and was not allowed out of the 
control of the Central Committee, CPSU representative to whom 
it was entrusted. Although certain selected leading Comrades, 
as representatives of Communist or Workers Parties from other 
countries visiting in Moscow on official business, were 
allowed to review the content of this document, no notes 
were to be made from the document by the individuals authorized 
to review it; however, it has been learned that the following 
information, in essence, appeared in this document: 

During the period extending from 1953 to 1964 the 
Soviet Union had provided more than 200,000,000 rubles in 
free aid to the DRV. This aid has consisted of aircraft, 
helicopters, ammunition, anti-aircraft weapons, artillery, 
tanks, PT boats, communication equipment and the like. In 
1963 the Soviet Union set up a complete radio communication 
System for the DRV and also established military and officer 
training schools for then. 

Following the Gulf of Tonkin incident in the Summer 
of 1964 the Soviet Union provided 32,000,000 rubles of additional 
aid plus 15,600,000 rubles worth of anti-aircraft weapons and _ 
rockets to the DRV. As a part of this commitment for additional 
aid, the Soviet Union also agreed to send specialists to the 
DRV in order to train the Vietnamese in the handling of these 
new weapons. TOP RET 

CLOSURE, eo Σ »οφ,. SIN 
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The Soviet Union also suggested a plan to the 
DRY for the establishment of units to cover Hanoi's defense 
against air raids and made an offer of modern. weapons for 
this purpose including radar, etc. The Soviet Union offered 
to include entire Soviet crews to operate such weapons. 
Initially, the DRV agreed to the suggestion of the Soviet 
Union, but later followed it with a request that "no full 
crews" be provided and that the Soviet Union. just. provide 
instructors for these new anti-aircraft and other weapons 
for a period of three to six months only. On this point, 
the Vietnamese gave into the pressures of the Chinese. In 
regard to aircraft interceptor crews, the Soviet Union 
offered to provide the DRV with.its latest fighter planes 
and crews and offered to train DRV crews in the field of 
battle. The DRV, however, just wanted the Soviet Union to 
provide the aircraft and train ithe DRV crews in the USSR 
and then permit the trained crews to fly these planes back 
‘to the DRY, The Soviet Union agreed to this request. 

| In February, 1965, another 150,000,000 rubles in 
material aid was granted to the DRV. Following this grant, 
a delegation from the Soviet Union went to the DRV to work 
out a method of delivéry for this aid. The question of 
increased aid had been raised earlier by De Duan, First 
Secretary of the Working Peoples Party of Viet Nam, who 
headed up a DRV delegation which had met for discussions in: 
Moscow with representatives of the Soviet Union. Following 
this the Soviet Union made a grant of an additional 145,000,000 
rubles in military aid and this was given gratis. This addi- 
tional aid included all sorts of armaments and included an 
agreement for the building of airports or air fields, hangars 
and related installations. During the talks of February, 1965, 
‘the Soviet Union had also agreed to replace or rebuild 120 
kilometers of damaged and bombed railroads, to rebuild bridges, 
power stations and.similar installations which had been 
destroyed. This aid was also gratis and not included in pre- 
vious military aid grants. 

Altogether, the Soviet Union has now agreed to a 
total of 480,500,000 rubles in military aid for the DRV with 
over 300,000,000 rubles of such aid having been delivered in 
the last few. months. 

-2- TOp-BEERET 



As to econonle aid, 317,000,000 rubles worth was 
granted by the various socialist countries to the DRV during 
the period 1955-1964, Of this total 95,000,000 rubles worth 
was given gratis. 40% of the total economic aid to the DRV 
came from the Soviet Union and 72% of this consisted of complete 
plants shipped from the Soviet Union. 70% of the Soviet Union 
aid furnished to the DRV to date has been in heavy industry, 
With the help of the Soviet Union, it was hoped that by 1967 
185 new plants would have been set up in the DRV. As of the 
present time 85 such plants are in operation. To assist in the 
economic development of the DRV, the Soviet Union has, in total, 
sent 2,148 Soviet specialists to the DRV since 1955, 

During the year 1963-1964 there were 3,100 Vietnamese | 
undergraduate students studying in institutions of higher learning 
in the Soviet Union, At the present time there are 2,500 such 
Students, The difference reflected in these figures indicates 
the number of such undergraduate students who have now completed 
Studies in the Soviet Union and returned to the DRY, 

In connection with economic loans to the DRV, the 
interest in most cases has been deferred by the Soviet Union. 
In thoseinstances where interest was presently due, it has 
in main been cancelled, 

In regard to trade between the USSR and the DRV, this 
amounted to a total of 49,200,000 rubles in 1962. Today this 
figure is 62,500,000 rubles and consists mainly of heavy machinery. 

On May 31, 1965, Ho Chi Minh, Chairman of the tforking 
Peoples Party of Viet Nam and President of the DRY, expressed 
his personal “thanks” to the Soviet Union and its people for the 
material aid which had been rendered to them. Le Thanh Neghi, 
member of the Politburo, Central Committee, Working Peoples Party of 
Viet Nam, on June 9, 1965, expressed to First Secretary Leonid I, 
Brezhnev the thanks of the Viet Nam people for the valuable aid. 
provided by the Soviet Union to the South Vietnamese through the 
DRY. He also expressed thanks for the medical supplies and the 
like which had been received as direct aid from the citizens of: 
the Soviet Union. Many such messages of thanks and appreciation 
had been received by the CPSU and the Government of the Soviet 
Union from the DRY, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor con= 
clusions of the Federal Bureau: of Investigation. It is the property 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 15 loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency, 
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if TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | 

FROM + SAC, _NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: Qo oe 
Is-¢ | | 

As the Bureau has been advised, NY 694~-S* will enter 
New York Hospital on November 22nd for surgery. With respect 
to the continuity of the SOLO operation during his 
hospitalization and convalescence, he has advised that in 
any situation requiring personal contact with the Soviets, 
CG 5824-S* will substitute for him. It will be noted, , 
however, that, as reflected in New York airtel dated 11/9/65, 
the Soviets have stated that‘ they would be unable to make 
personal contacts in December and ‘in the first half of 
January. 

As will be reported ἢ Bureau by Separate 
communication ptio ' NY 694~-S% 
has introduced to | -o*, indicating to them 
that they are To contact-each other with regard to assisting 
NY 694-S* in his operations. 

NY 694-S* therefore can now uaintedp-eantact—ather 7 
than personal, with the Soviets, by utilizing and b7D 
Ny 4309-S*, who at this time can perform the mechanical 
operations incident to the transmission of information without 
ake ee the nature of the information transmitted. /) 
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Date: 11/18/65 

(Type in plaintext of code} 

(Priority) | 

TO ; ‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) » 

Sour 
1S -ς 

and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum captioned, "Possible Future Meeting 
of International Communist Movement. " 

i ἐ 

) 

τ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ‘the original 

3 

The information appearing in the mnclosed ‘lattex: 
‘head memorandum was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 11/12 
and 15/65 to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

. Phe information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was developed during the course of discussions 
held with MIXHAIL SUSLOV during the first week of 11/65 in 
Building #1, The Kremlin, Moscow, USSR. The information pro- 
vided by SUSLOV at this time was in response to direct questions 
placed to hin. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
~ Since unauthorized disclosure of the information set ᾿ 

forth therein couldfgéasonably result in the identification 
of this source who furnishing information on the highest 
level. concerning international communist movement. 
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Yo further’ protect the identity of this source, 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown as having 
been prepared at Washington, Ὁ. C,: 

1 



DECLASSIRMPRTION AUTHORITY BD 
FEI ΑΠΤ ΠΗ ϑν oR PICatTro 

DATE Of - pee Pare 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

File No. 

November 18, 1965 

Be 

POSSIBLE FUTURE MEETING OF 
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST 
MOVEMENT 

In mid-November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

Mikhail Suslov, a Secretary of the Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), in early November, 
1965, stated that there were no present plans to call any 
international meeting of world Communist and Workers Parties 
within the foreseeable future. At the present time, according 
to Susiov, the CPSU is preoccupied with its preparations for 
the XXIII Congress which is now scheduled to open in Moscow, 
USSR, on March 28, 1966. While no special documents are 
being drawn up in preparation for the XXIII Congress of the 
CPSU, Suslov noted that discussions at this Congress will be 
based on decisions made at the XXII Congress of the CPSU and 
‘the last two Party Plenuns. 

When: the AXIII Congress of the CPSU is actually 
held, Suslov noted that the various Communist and Workers 
Parties will be invited to send fraternal delegations. 
Such fraternal delegations will be limited in size with 
a probable maximum of four individuals to such delegations. 
This maximum limit will apply to all Comnunist and Workers 
Parties, including the Communist Party, USA. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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FROM: on CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ' ζ΄ | . 

_ SUBJECT: J | 
“18 - Ὁ 

The following is submitted for the information of 
the Bureau: 

Since the return of CG 5824-S* to Chicago, he has 
been in extremely poor physical condition, Since his arrival 
in Chicago on 11/14/65 CG 5824-S* has not left his home and \ 
for the greater portion of this time has been confined to bed 
with a recurrence of his back condition and with extremely 
painful chest: pains reminiscent of his difficulties in the, 
past from his heart condition. 

el 

In view of the above contact with this informant — ! 
has been limited to a very few telephonic contacts of short 
duration and continuation of extensive debriefing has been im- 2 | 
possible. The Bureau will be kept advised and debriefing will | ,» 
be continued at the earlicst feasible opportunity. f 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
(IS) 100-428091 BY LIAISON 

jE | | 1 - Mullins 
(2 — date: = Novenber 19, 1965 ᾿ξ = Kossburg 

To: Director 1 = Liaison °. = 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 1-8. C. Putnam, 
Department of State me 

ΤῊ ‘ 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director » οὐ Ms ἐῷ 
\ = " Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA Ih ae ΓΞ 2 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - e ἧς 

‘INTERNAL SECURITY =~ C " = Ἱ 

Sols 
A source which has supplied reliable information in 

the past has advised that Carl Winter, Labor Secretary of the 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), furnished the top leadership of 
the Pasty ait? following information. developed during his recent 
rip abroad. 

Cuba 

Blas Roca, a mouber of the Secretariat of the 
Communist Party of Cuba (CPC), is inimical toward the CPUSA, 
in general, and Gus Hall, the Party's General ‘Secretary, in 
particular, This attitude reflects that of the entire CPC, 
Roca is angry since the CPUSA does not recognize either in 
its published documents or in the speeches of its leaders 
that Cuba is "the first country-ef socialiga" in this hemisphere. 

Ke (y Roca feels that it is about ‘the .CPUSA-dit-weevgnienw this 
fact. > REC. 61 Ζῶ - 72 FOL FF7-93.- 

: 6 ” 

jf“ Ὁ» ‘The CPUSA ia attempting to open a ps : 1 for come 
= munication with the CPC sometine before the-end_of 1066. ‘In 

) ἈΞ addition, the CPC and the CPUSA have agreed to consider the 
“ yscorgthization of an "anti-~-imperialist" center to disseminate “|. 

r 
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Vietnan 

While in Bucharest, Romania, Winter met with a 
member of the Politburo of North Vietnam. This official, 
in his conversation, constantly reiterated statements that 
North Vietnam had always been victorious and would eventually 
defeat the United States, however, it was evidont that he did 
not believe what ho was saying, 

Winter was amazed at this official's lack of 
knowledge about the United States. The North Vietnanese 
official admitted his ignorance and, in turn, was amazed 
‘by things Winter pointed out concerning functions of the 
United States as.a country and as a-.government, Among 
these itens were the following: 

The North Vietnamese official could not understand 
that the Central Intelligence Agency does not control 
United States Government. He could not understand that 
President Johnson is not a member or representative of a 
large corporation such ag General Motors, General Electric 
‘ard DuPont. It appeared that all this individual knew about 
the United States was restricted to what had appeared in 
propaganda sheets during the past 50 years. The official 
appreciated information furnished by Winter, listened care~ 
fully, made copious notes and requested that additional 
information explaining everything about the United States 
85 a country, how it is governed and how it functions be sent 
to North Vietnam by the -CPUSA. 

Mongolian People's Republic (Outer Mo colia) 

While abroad Winter visited in the Mongolian 
People's Republic (MPR) and talked to the First Secretary 
of the Communist Party of the HPR. Winter learned the 
following during this talk: 

MPR relations with Communist China havo been 
extremely strained. The Chinese Communists have withdrawn 
12,000 laborers who had been sent to tho MPR to build 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

factories. As a result of this action, the MPR has been “left 
in the lurch."" The Chinese Communists are colonizing Inner 
Mongolia by sending in large numbers of Chinese citizens which 
has caused interference with Innex Mongolian political and 
economic life, The Inner Mongolians resent this action ly 
the Chinese Communists and many of them aro fleeing to the MPR. 
Opposition: to Communist China is very strong in Inner Mongolia 
and Inner Mongolia is 100 per cent pro~Sovict, 

Because of the sensitive nature of the source which 
furnished the above information, this letter is classified _ 
Ἠ ΠῚ ΤΣ : | 

1. Director _ BY LIAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plana 

φ 

Classified "Top7Secret" since data reported could 
yeasonably result in the identification of the source (NY 694-5) 
who is of continuing yalue and such revelation could result in | 
exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. ‘Source received this 
information in 2 conversation with Carl: Winter, Data extracted 
from NYairtel 11/16/65, captioned “Solo, IS ~ C." 
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TO :' DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
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“FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) | 
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~ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum captioned, "Informal Discussion with 

a Antonin Novotny, First Secretary, Communist Party of Czecho- 
~ Slovakia, October, 1965, on International Situation." 

| The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 11/12 
and 13/65 to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, Fare 

The informal discussion at which the information 
set forth in the enclosed letterhead memorandum was secured 
occurred during the course of a reception held at the 
Presidential Palace, Prague, Czechoslovakia, on 10/23/65, 
The source and CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT participated for the CP, 
USA; DEZSO NEMES, a menber of the Political Bureau of the 
Central Committee, participated for the Hungarian Socialist 
Workers Party; and, translation for ANTONIN NOVOTNY, First 
Secretary of the CP of Czechoslovakia,’ was handled by 
MIROSLAV JIRASKA, member of the International Department, 
Central Conmittee,/ @of Czechoslovakia. Approximately 200 | 
individuals were oy his reception which was held in connec 
with the 30th A (Ὁ rsary meeting of the Seventh Congress of 
the Communist. ΤᾺ Serna ional ‘which ‘was then being held in Prague, 

f, 
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The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
“TO ET" since unauthorized disclosure of the informa- 
tion set forth therein could reasonably result in the dis- 
closure of this source who is furnishing information on ‘the 
highest level concerning the international communist move- 
ment. 

To further protect the ldentity of this source, 
_ the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown as having: 
been prepared at Washington, Ὁ, C. 
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Washington, Ὁ, C. re 

November 17, 1965 

nop sant 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION WITH ANTONIN 
NOVOTNY, FIRST SECRETARY, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA, OCTOBER, 
1965, ON INTERNATIONAL SITUATION 

In mid-November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During the latter part of October, 1965, Antonin 
νοι, President of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 

and First.Secretary_of the Central Committee..ofthe..Com- 
munist Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ), participated in an 
infornal discussion “involving representatives of the 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) as well as a representative 
of the Hungarian Socialist ‘Workers Party. The initial 
discussion generally related to the international situation 
and specifically to the situation in Vietnam. In opening 
this informal discussion, one of the participating CP, USA 
representatives stated that the position of his Party in 
regard to Vietnam had been clearly set out in recent reports 
on the subject given by Gus Hall, General Secretary of the 
CP, USA, in which Hall stated the CP, USA believed that under 
the present conditions it was no longer possible for the South 
Vietnamese National Liberation Front (NLF) to achieve a mili- 
tary victory against the United States in South Vietnam and 
that efforts should now be sought to achieve a political 
victory by the NLF through negotiation. 

Novotny, who.previously had benefit of the full 
reports of Hall on the CP, USA position regarding Vietnan, 
noted that we hold this same position and do not argue with 
you. Sooner or later we feel that the NLF will have to 
negotiate, However, for the socialist countries to raise 
this matter of negotiation at this time is a very difficult 
problem and,if done, the motivation for raising it could be 

ἐν; 
positication 
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INFORMAL DISCUSSION WITH ANTONIN rod yséener | 
NOVOTNY, FIRST SECRETARY, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA, OCTOBER, 
1965, ON INTERNATIONAL SITUATION 

misinterpreted by the Chinese as well as the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam (DRV). The CPCZ also realizes that the 
CP, USA is also in a very difficult position on this matter 
of negotiation and that it would not be feasible for the 
CP, USA to raise this as a slogan. In view of this, we, in 
the socialist countries, must wait for a decision of the 
NLF and the DRV on this question of negotiations and in the 
meantime supply them with as much help and assistance as we 
can, 

. In response to the inquiry as to whether there had 
'-been some improvement in the relations between the Czecho- 
Slovak Socialist Republic and the United States based on the 
recent official discussions carried on between the two govern- 
ments and the recent opening of direct Pan American flights 
from New York to. Prague, Novotny noted the following: 

We are not really anxious at this time to increase 
official exchanges with the United States. While Pan American 
Airlines has now instituted direct flights to Czechoslovakia, 
Pan American Airlines is not sure that it will continue them 
although it did recently extend these flights for an additional 
period of time. We, ourselves, do not know for sure if we 
will institute our own flights to New York and there are 
several reasons for this. First ofall, there has been ἃ 
worsening of the international situation and, secondly, we 
are not certain. of the capability of our aircraft to under- 
take such flights and equipment which would be available 
for this use. 

In regard to the talks.and negotiations which have 
been carried. out with the United States, Novotny stated, "Do 
you think that they did one single concrete thing to improve 
‘our relations or even offer to sign one agreement? They 
did not," ει 

As to the two-day visit of Leonid I. Brezhnev, First 
Secretary, Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), to 
Czechoslovakia, Novotny stated that "this was nothing." Such 
leaders, he remarked, visit socialist countries more fre- 
quently these days for informa] talks and consultations. 

~2- TOP-SECRET 
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INFORMAL DISCUSSION WITH ANTONIN TOPSRKCRET... 
NOVOTNY, \FIRST SECRETARY, - COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA, -OCTOBER, - | 
1965, ON INTERNATIONAL. SITUATION , 

In concluding, Novotny remarked that while the 
Vietnamese situation ‘is one of immediate concern to all sof 
the socialist countries, their, the Czechoslovak, concern 
at this time is with the German: problem which they feel is 
more pressing. . 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
‘Of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to: your 
agency; it and its. contents are not to be distributed outside 
‘your ‘agency. 
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το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) i 

sussacn:Chosa) | 4. ΄ I 7 

On 11/22/65, there was received in an NYC mail drop 
a letter to GUS HALL, under his pseudonym, "HERBERT," from 
WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secretary of the Canadian CP. 
The letter is as follows: 

Nov. L7th. 1965. 

"Dear HERBERT: 

"We understand that a mutual friend was to have 
come in this morning but so far he has not turned up. 
Hope nothing untoward happened. You might drop me a note at 
my home regarding it, and once someone turns up can arrange 
for appropriate connections. 

"all the best, 

Yas ever, ΞΖ 

"Β tt 
[ 

Since NY 694-S* is presently confined to a hospital, 
awaiting surgery;, it is requested that CG 58e4-S* interpret 
the above letter for the information of the Bureau and 
New York, and that he also transmit to GUS HALL the above 
message. The original of. above letter is enclosed for Chicago. 
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As the Bureau da awave, on 13/26/65, NY οὐ.» > 
received a darce Bum of money oom buoject, which way | 
delivered to hin on the 7th floc. of the bullding lovated λ 
at 120 Wall οὔι, ἮΝ, _ 

foo the Sureau's inivoomation, aubjeat toox ἢ 15 ‘ 
wSual morning walk during a uhort absence from the ὈΔΟΝ on ΕἸ 
the morning, οὐ 11/60, ie wes next observed when be leit 
tite SMUN at 11:-9 AM ard entered the garage to this eutete ᾿ 
lishment. chovtdy thereaite: he drove out οὐ the garave in 
dia sutomobile, bearing cuccent HY license DPL gsc. ue 
Stopped in front of thea οὐ}, where be way Joined ὃν 4.3 wits 
and JLAIIab AVOSYRY and hig Ἡλι, These Indivisual. all 
ight tae vicinity of the JAN in subject's automooile at 

:  . i ἘΝ 

A secure observation pout was established ove.-- 
leoking the suilding at 120 wall uot., N¥O. At no tine was ὃν 
Subject, AYVJEYEY or subject's automovile observed in the ς 
yAedinity οὐ thia building, dt should pe noted, noveve.s, tuat 

5 ὦ Sureau {8} | a 
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NY 2105-14934 

there are ἃ number of entrangen ta the budiding at 126 vad 
Stes NYC, and δ was not possible to obtain secure plant 
coveraze of add Oot these entrances, 

| wubjest ‘was next chserved returning ὦ to the ΟΠ 
| at t iit PH an his automobile, ace ompanied by hia wile 

VEBYEV and AVIBYEV's wife. ἴδ further activity was “dpserved 
on the part of these two Joviets. 

MISOLAL M. TALANOV As chief os Line ἢ of the jst, | 
NY residency, and VLADIMIA ὃ, AVDEYEV 48 an employee o 
the Security’ ranch of the AGH, HY residency, 

wibmitted for ‘Anformation, 
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: Mr. Ἢ. Ὁ, sullivi Bo _. , DATE: Noventber 18, 1965 ποθεν το νκωννς 

‘Mr. F, 7. Βθαιφενάκονά α΄ 

SUBJE Do re 
NTERNAL SECURITY: ~*COMMUNIST" 

t 
Fave | eemeteenttataintnave 

Special Agent in Charge, Roney, of our New York “Office, 
advised late in the.afternoon this date that the Soviets ‘had 
delivered the sum of $215,000. to the Communist Party, USA, at 
2:40 p.m. on.11/18/65. 

"πῇ According to Roney this money was delivered to NY ‘694-S* 
‘at an;agreed upon location (the 7th floor ‘stairwell of 120 Wall 
‘Street; New York City). by Nikolai Talanov. Talanov is a member 
of the Soviet delegation to the United Nations who has been 
identified sas a KGB (Soviet Committee for State. Security) agent. 

“1 this makes a total of $1,033,440. which ‘the’ ‘Communist 
Party,.USA, has received from the Soviets this year,’ Since 1958 

{the Soviets have given the Communist Party, USA, $3,472,463. 
This money is used to finance the activities of the Party. in the 
United States, 

ACTION: 

The $215,000 just received is being processed by our 
‘New York Office. Serial numbers of the bills will be noted and 
‘@ representative number will be checked to determine whether they 
are counterfeit, 

100-428091 

1 ~ Belmont 
1 - Sullivan 
1 ~ Branigan 
1 »-. pranigan 4777 
1 -’R, C. Putnam 7 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ‘the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum captioned, "Ernesto ‘Che' Guevara." 

ΓΝ 
᾿Ξ a 

Rei’, ‘The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 11/18/65, 
to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, | aye. 

Moscow, 
UEVARA 

ἃ 5824-S* advised that during his period 
10/25 - ae/6s, inguiries concerning ERNESTO. "CHE 
were made of the following individuals: 
a Secretary of the Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union: 

- BORIS N. PONOMAREV, a Secretary of the Central Committee, CP 
of the Soviet Union: V. 6, KORIANOV, Chief Deputy ‘to PONOMAREV,, 
International Department, Central Committee, CP of the Soviet 
Union; and, NIKOLAI V. MOSTOVETS, Head of the North and South 
American Section, International Department, Central Committee, 
CP of the Soviet Union. Responses of.all of these individuals 
to the inquiries regarding GUEVARA were nearly identical. 

wiigery 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
" since unauthorized disclosure of the information 

sét forth 'therei ld reasonably result in the identifica- 
tion of this souggve who is furnishing information on the 

highest level coficerming the international communist movement γσ 
and thus advers fecting the national security. 
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To further protect the identity of this source, 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown as having 
been prepared at Washington, ἢ. Ὁ, 
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In Reply, Please Refer Washington, Ὁ. C, 
Fite No. εὐ 

November 18, 1965 

ERNESTO: "CHE" GUEVARA 

In mid-November, 1965, a source, ‘who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

In discussions with leading representatives of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), which were held 
during late October and early November, 1965, these indi- 
viduals expressed total ignorance as. to the current status 
and present whereabouts of Ernesto "Che" Guevara, formerly 
a highly placed individual in the Cuban.Government and in 
the United Party of the Socialist Revolution, which is now | 
‘known as the Communist Party of Cuba. Specifically, Mikhail 
Suslov, a Secretary of the Central Committee, CPSU, remarked 
that Premier Fidel Castro of Cuba had declined to provide 
any information on Guevara. 

In this same connection, .V. G. Korianov, Chief 
Deputy to. Boris N,.. Ponomarev, Head of the. International 
Department, Central Comnittee, CPSU, remarked, "The Cuban 
leadership has. told us nothing regarding Guevara. If ‘they 
had told us anything in confidence, we would not be able 
to tell you anyway, but they have not explained to us his 
disappearance." 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not. to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
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/ 
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On 11/15/65, NY Sohege stated: that in a conversationti49 
with CARL WINTER, CP,USA functionary who was recently in ὴ 
cuba, the latter told hin the following: fi ἐξ 

i τ. ΓᾺ 
WINTER's presence in. Cuba was “most secret" [ ἐ ἢ 

and he was received there by the Cuban CP as “a VIP", ᾿ ΠΥ" 
was given accommodations in a villa in a. government ti a 
‘compound, and was told ‘to await contact with FIDEL 

a 

CASTRO. After waiting two weeks to see CASTRO, WINTER } 
was told that CASTRO was not available τ that he was wht 
not even in Havana. This information WINTER received 
through an official (not identified) in contact with. 
CELIA SANCHEZ, personal secretary to CASTRO. WINTER i 
never did contact CASTRO. After waiting the aforesaid 
two weeks to make contact with CASTRO, WINTER then 
made contact with ARMANDO HART,. the new Secretary of 
Organization of the Cuban CP, who replaced “ORGOMEZ". 
HART then arranged ‘that WINTER’ Confer with BLAS ROCA, 
member of the Secretariat of the Cuban cP, who according 
to WINTER, is inimical toward the American ‘Party in 
general, and to GUS HALL in particular. WINTER stated 
that BLAS ROCA's attitude ref rected that of the entire 

ι Cuban CP. oR oo, 
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According to BLAS ROCA, the CP,USA leadership 
does not recognize either in its published documents 
or in the speeches of its leaders that cuba is "the 
first country of socialism" in this hemisphere, ROCA 
stated that in his opinion it was about time that the 
CP,USA did recognize Cuba as the first country of 
socialisn. 

WINTER further stated that in the organization 
of the new National committee of the cuban cP there are 
few old time comuunists in top level positions. There 
are some who are on the National Committee, but none is 
a member of the Politburo. 

WINTER Gid succeed in arranging contact between 
the Cuban leadership and the OP, USA, opening a channel 
for communication via the UN. WINTER will try to open 
this channel in December. WINTER and HART, abovementioned, 
made arrangementa whereby the CP, USA will send to Cuba 
a selected youth delegation cmsisting of only five 
delegates, Initial arrangements regarding this delegation 
will be made in Deceniber via the UN channel aforementioned. 
WINTER also made arrangements with ‘Cuban CP leaders 
that they translate into Spanish and print all literature 
sent to them from International Publishers, and that 
royalties be sent to International Publishers for 
material sent to the Cuban cP. 

_ With regard to BEATRICE JOHNSON, CP, USA liaison 
in Cuba, WINTER stated that he had ‘met her in Moscow 
and that she had requested that he advise the CP, USA 
that she could be more effective in her operations if 
she could travel throughout Latin America. She suggested 
that the CP, USA give her permission to go to Mexico 
and to marry a Mexican, as a result of whic he sould 
obtain a Mexican passport, which would perm er to 
travel. (NY 694-S* noted that GUS HALL, commenting with 
respect to this suggestion of BEATRICE JOHNSON, stated 
that under no circumstances would she be permitted to 
marry a Mexican for the aforesaid purpose), 

a  - 
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Further, according to CARL WINTER, he made 
an agreement with the Cuban CP whereby the Cuban CP 
and the CP, USA would organize "an anti~imperlalist 
-center", According to WINTER, this matter 1s currently 
being discussed among the CP, USA leaders. WINTER 
furnished no further details regarding this matter, 

| WINTER commented ‘that when he had reported to 
GUS HALL that he had been unable to contact FIDEL CASTRO 
while in Cuba, GUS HALL "blew his top" and castigated — 
CASTRO. | 

_ ' WINTER also stated that when he was in Bucharest 
attending the Rumanian Party Congress, he conferred 
with one "Ty Duc", a North Vietnamese Politburo member 
who is traveling in eastern and western Europe in behalf 
of HO CHI MINH, President of North Vietnam. According 
to WINTER, his conversation with "TU DUC" was stereotyped 
in that "tu puc" "harped" on the point that North Vietnam 
always has been victorious and eventually will defeat the 

USA. WINTER said it was evident that "fu Duc" did not 
believe what he wassaying about the inevitable victory 
of North Vietnam. WINTER was amazed at "Ducts" lack of 
knowledge and understanding of the US. The leader 
admitted his ignorance and was amazed by some of ‘the 
things explained to him concerning functions of the 
USA as a country and as a government. He did not under- 
gtand that CIA 15 not part of the US Government.” To him, 

“GIX is" part of it; and controls Atv-"when He learned from 
WINTER that CIA plays an independent role and often 
4s criticized by the government, he was amazed. He | 
listened very carefully to what WINTER told him and made 
copious notes. | 

"ry DUC" could not understand that President 
JOHNSON is not a member or representative of any large 
copporation, such as General Motors, General Electric or 
Dupont. To him, anyone who is President of the USA 
must have come from a large corporation. what he knew: 
about the USA was restricted ‘to what had appeared in 
propaganda sheets during the past 50 years. He appreciated | 

737 
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the information given him by WINTER and: requested 
that the latter send to the North Vietnam central 
Committee everything and anything explaining what 
kind of country the USA is and how it is governed and 
@nctions . 

WINTER, while abroad, visited Outer Mongolia 
and while there spent some time with the First Secretary 
of the Outer Mongolian CP. He did not identify this 
Andividual by name. According to WINTER, he had been 
invited to spend a vacation in Outer Mongolia. He 
atated that the Outer Mongolian relationship with the 
Chinese has been extremely strained; the Chinese, as 
reported to him by the Outer Mongolian ΟΡ official above- 
mentioned, had withdrawn 12,000 laborers that had been 
sent to Outer Mongolia to build factories, etc. As a 
result of this "walkout", Outer Mongolia had been left 

| “in the lurch". the Outer Mongolian GP official further 
. had told WINTER that in Inner Mongolia the Chinese are 
colonizing, sending large numbers of Chinese to be absorbed 
‘into Inner Mongolia, which interfers# with Inner Mongolian 
political and economic life. The Inner Mongoliand resent 
this state of affairs and many of them are running away to 
Mongolia, As reported to WINTER by the abovementioned 
Outer Mongolian cP functionary, ‘Inner Mongolia's opposition 
to China is very atrong and Inner Mongolia is 100% pro-Soviet. 

- The information herein will be disseminated to 
pertinent files -in the NYO, ‘ 
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Date: November 24, 1965 

To; Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director en 

23rd . 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION 

ἕ : 

The following was supplied by a & source which has 
furnished reliable inforaation in the past. 

| the top lesdership of the Communist Party, USA, has 
‘been advised that the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU) is prececupied at the present tine with preparations 
foe; its 23rd Congress which is now scheduled to open in 
M ᾿ 566, Because of this pre- 

3 octupation the. CPSU is smking no plans for an international 

When the 23rd Congress of the. CPsu λα held, various 
communist parties, including the Communist Party, USA, will be 
‘invited to send a fraternal delegation with the pro 
‘of ἰώ individuals in each delegation 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

NOTE: " 
Classified "Specf{" since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of this source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
‘could result in grave damage to the Nation. Source obtained 
this information.during Solo Mission 19.from the conversations. 

| with Mikhail Suslov, Secretary of thé CCCPSU.. Information 
extracted from CGairtel 11/18/65, captioned "Solo, 15.-- C." 
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i 1. - BR. W, Smith 
Date: November 24, 1965 1 = Cotter 

] ~ Wannall 
To: Director 31 ~ Liaison 

Bureau of Intelligence and Research 1 ~ R.xC, Putnam 
Department of State \ o = 

fF 
From: John Edgar Hoover, Director ry τὴ Na 

> cD 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ony We "Ὁ" 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS L Νὰ mS Ἐ 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 2 Ἔ ᾿ 
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Sources which have furnished reliable information ς- 
in the past have advised that the top leadership of the Communist 
Party, USA, recently recelved the following information fron 
ieading representatives of the Central Committee of the Connunist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU). 

Ernesto "Che" Guevara 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) has 
no information regarding the current status and present where- 
abouts of Erneato "Che" Guevara, a former high official of the 
Cuban Goverment. Prenier Fidel Castro of Cuba hag declined to 
provide the Soviets with any information on Guevara. ,/, 7/9 2:86 

TL/ eo 
Indonesia eC Th 

Rel : 19 NOV 26 1965 
‘y ” The CPSU has no current accurate oie tion regard~ 
2 ding the political situation in Indonesia. Howover, wher <disoug= 
= this matter, 2 individuals prominent in the CPSU engaged in 
is t ades against the Comunist Party of China and the “stupidity” 
HO oftthe Conmunist Party of Indonesia leadership for having followed , ie the line the Communist Party, ef, China. 
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Leonid Chernov 

Leonid Chernov, former Chief Secretary to Boris N, 
Ponomarev, Head of the International Department and-a Secretary 
of the CCCPSU, recently returned to work following recovery from 
8 heart attack, Chernov is now responsible for work in the 
International Departwent dealing with Greece and Cyprus, He 
was scheduled to leave Moscow, Russia, in early November, 1965, 
Zor a trip to -Cyprus,. 

Communist Party of Australia 

IL. Aaron, former Vice Chairman of the Communist 
Party of Australia, is now the General Secretary of that Party. 
He, reportedly, will arrive in Moscow, Russia, for conference τ 
in November, 1965, ι 

Laurence Sharkey, former General Secretary of the 
Communist Party of Australia, vacated his post because of 
extremely poor health and is now taking an inactive role in: 
‘Party affairs. 

Canadian Ropresentative to the "World Marxist Review? 

Alfred Dewhurst, leading representative of the 
Communist Party of Canada, recently arrived in Prague, 
-‘Ceechoslovakia, to be the Communist Party of Canada yepresenta~ 
tive on the staff of tho “World Marxist Review," official 
theoretical organ of the international communist movement. 
Dewhurst will reside at No. 3 Lermentova, Prague, Czechoslovakia, 

1 ~ Director ‘BY LIAISON bie 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans if ag 

NOTE: 
Classified "Sdoeet" since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal “the identity of this source 
‘(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result inggraye damage:to the Nation. CG 5824-S* is referred to 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

NOTE CONTINUED: 

as "sources" in order to further protect the identity of this 
valuable informant. Source obtained this data while: on Solo 
Mission 19 to the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia from personal 
contact with such individuals ‘as Mikhail Suslov and Boris 
Ponomarev, both Secretaries of the CCCPSU, V. G. Korianoy, 
Chief Deputy of Ponomarey, ‘and Nikolai VY. Mostovits, Head of 
the North and South American: Section, International Department, 
CCCPSU., Data extracted from CGairtds dated 11/18 and 19/65, 
captioned "Solo, 15... Cc," ᾿ 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original ᾿ 
and three copies and for New York one copy οὗ a letterhead \ 
menorandum captioned, "Travel of Vitaly*torianov and Nikolai, 
γι ‘ ostovets,, Members of the Internationa epartment, Cen- » 
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᾿ ae tral Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, t 
Chile and Uruguay, October, 1965." Yos fi 

The information set forth in ‘the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 11/12 
and 16/65 to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 
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The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
"Ss " since unauthorized disclosure of the' information set 
forth therein could reasonably result in the identification 
of this source who is furnishing information on the highest 
level concerning the international communist movement and 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 

To surghs otect the identity of this source, 
the enclosed lettergera memorandum has been shown as having = 1)" 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

ἴα Reply, Please Refer to Washington, DBD. C. 
File No. 

November 22, 1965 

Jr 
TRAVEL OF VITALY KORIANOV AND NIKOLAT V. 
MOSTOVETS, MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, TO CHILE AND 
URUGUAY, OCTOBER, 1965 

In mid-November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

Vitaly Korianov, Chief Deputy to Boris N. Ponomarev, 
a Secretary of the Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU). and Head of the International Department, 
together with Nikolai V. Mostovets, Head of the North and 
South American Section, International Department, Central Con- 
nittee, CPSU, during October, 1965, traveled to Chile and then 
to Uruguay. In Chile, they met President Eduardo Frei 
Montalua and were greeted by him as an official Soviet dele- 
gation to Chile. Later, Korianov and Mostovets both parti- 
cipated, as a fraternal. delegation from the CPSU, in the 
Thirteenth Congress of the Communist Party (CP) of Chile 
which convened in Santiago, Chile, on October 11, 1965. 

In connection with the Thirteenth Congress of the 
CP of Chile, Korianov had the following comments to make: 

This Congress was attended by fraternal delegations 
of all CPs in the Western Hemisphere, including the CP, USA, 
CP of Canada, and the CP of Guadeloupe. All of the Parties 
of the socialist countries were represented by fraternal 
delegations and there were many delegations from CPs of West 
Europe countries as well as from.the CP ofAustralia. One 
of the most popular fraternal delegations present was that 
from the CP, USA ‘led by Henry Winston, and this delegation 
received the most applause from the Congress next to that 
from the CPSU, 



TRAVEL OF VITALY KORIANOV AND NIKOLAI V, SERRET 
MOSTOVETS, MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET ts TO CHILE AND. 
URUGUAY, OCTOBER, 1965 

While the Congress was: in session, the bourgeois 
Chilean press became “alarmed” by it and started. raising 
the question, "Who is, guilty of creating the situation so 
that Chile may.become a second Cuba?" The press also 
raised the question "Why did the Chilean Government allow 
all of these communists into Chile?" As a result of these 
‘bourgeois press charges, the Frei Government was charged 
with being weak in allowing this situation to exist and 
demands were being made for a change in the Chilean Govern- 
ment. ; 

Following Korianov and Mostovets’ travel to Chile, 
they proceeded to Uruguay following which they returned to 
the Soviet Union in early November, 1965. 

( 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency, 
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TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ἢ 4) 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum captioned, "Conference Devoted to 
Thirtieth Anniversary of the Seventh Congress of the Communist 
International, Prague, Czechoslovakia, October 2]-23, .1965," 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was orally furnished on 11/12, 13, and 16/65 by 
CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

In connection with the enclosed letterhead memorandum, 
CG 5824-S* noted he was in Prague, Czechoslovakia, for ‘the 
entire period of the Conference of the Thirtieth Anniversary 
of the Seventh Congress of the Communist International, 10/21- 
23/65 but on frequent occasions had to leave the Conference 
for individual meetings with representatives from the "ijorld 
Marxist Review," for meetings with individuals from the CP of IV 
Czechoslovakia, and for discussions with other individuals, 
like former o ehh} now living in Prague, on CP, USA matters. 
As aresult of i personally had missed many ‘of, ‘the 
speeches which w fered during the three-day Conference 
and much of eh Scions which co ‘therefrom. However, 
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he was present on the first day for the opening of the 
Conference and was present for the full time during which 
BORIS N, PONOMAREV, a Secretary of the Central Committee, 
CP of the Soviet Union, delivered the main speech to the 
Congress on the topic, "Historical Lessons of the Seventh 
Congress and Present Day.'' Source noted, however, that 
PONOMAREV's speech was, within several days, ‘factually and 
fully reported in "Pravda," official organ of the CP of 

᾿ the Soviet Union,and subsequently was translated into 
English and appeared in "The Daily Review, Translations 
from the Soviet Press,” issued by Novosti Press Agency, 
Moscow, in Volume 11, No. 252, Monday, 10/25/65. ‘In addi- 
‘tion, this same volume of "The Daily Review, Translations 
from the Soviet Press” carried excerpts from other speeches 
that had been delivered by participants at the Conference 
on succeeding days of 10/22-23/65, "The Daily Review, 
Translations from the Soviet Press" is mae available in the 
West and frequently circulated to subscribers. In addition, 
CG 5824-S* advised that when this three-day Conference — 
officially concluded, it was announced by G, P, FRANTSOV, 
Editor-in-Chief of the “World Marxist Review,'! that certain 
of the speeches would be published in ‘the next issue of ‘the 
“World Marxist Review" and later they would print in full 
all ‘the speeches in a separate hook. In view of this infor- 
mation, CG 5824-S* noted that he made no concerted effort 
in an attempt ‘to seek out from others who had been present 
at this Conference a fillmin on ‘the speeches which he had 
missed. 

in view of ‘the above, the enclosed letterhead memo- 
randum contains only the general background information per- 
taining to this Conference celebrating the Thirtieth Anni- 
versary of the Seventh Congress of the Communist International 
which was developed by the source through his attendance at 
the Conference and through reviews of "Pravda" and "The Daily 

Review, Translations from the Soviet Press." 

There is being enclosed herewith for the Bureau and 
New York one copy each of the full text of “The Daily Review, 
Translations from the Soviet Press," Volume 11, No, 252, 
which contains PONOMAREV's speech and also summaries of other 
speeches at this Conference. | . 

The en losed letterhead memorandam has been classi- 
fied "CURE SSSELAL since it sets forth information received 
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from a: highly placed source ‘furnishing information on the 
highest level concerning the international communist move- 
ment which, it disclosed, could affect his future effec~ 
tiveness as well as ‘the national security interest of the 
U.S. However, since the'source, himself, used information 
available in the Soviet press and because the majority of 
the information available concerning this Conference will _ 
later be published and available, a higher classification ὁ 
was not felt justified. 

To further protect the identity of this source ,. 
' the enclosed tet tnchineten Da has been shown as having 

been prepared at Washington, D. C 
1 
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‘UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION: 

Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 

‘November 22, 1965 

CONFERENCE DEVOTED TO THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE 
SEVENTH CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL, 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, OCTOBER 21-23, 1965 

In mid-November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

The “World Marxist Review," official theoretical 
organ of the international communist, movement, in cooperation 
with the Central Committee of ‘the Communist Party of Czech- 
oslovakia (CPCZ) and in agreement with a number of other Con- 
munist and Workers Parties, called a conference for October 
21, 1965, to be held at the “World Marxist Review" head- 
quarters, Prague, Czechoslovakia, and devotéd to the Thirtieth 
Anniversary of the Seventh Congress of the Communist Inter- 
national. All Communist and Workers Parties which participated 
in the activities of the “World Marxist Review" in Prague were 
invited to send representatives to this conference. 

Initially, it was proposed that in connection with 
this Conference, that it would open at 9:00 a.m., October 21, 
1965, and conclude at 2:00 p.m., October 24, 1965; however, 
by telescoping certain sessions, eliminating luncheons, and 
the like, the meeting officially closed on the evening of 
October 23, 1965. In addition, all Conference participants, 
together with some individuals regularly assigned to the 
"World Marxist Review" staff in Prague, were invited to and 
attended a reception at 5:00 p.m., October 22, 1965, which 
was held by Antonin Novotny, First Secretary, CPCZ. The 
reception took place at the Presidential Palace in Prague. 
Attending and also representing the CPCZ in addition to 
Novotny at this affair was President Jozef Lenart, Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic. 
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CONFERENCE DEVOTED TO THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY: co : 
OF THE SEVENTH CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST 
INTERNATIONAL, PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 
OCTOBER 21-23, 1965 

In regard to the Conference itself, the schedule 
was listed.as follows: Meeting to. be opened by a repre- 
sentative of the CPCZ, Vladimir Koucky, a Secretary of the 
Central Committee, This was ‘then to be followed. by. ex= 
changes .of ‘opinion with the first contribution being one 
by Boris N. Ponomarev, Secretary, Central Committee, Com- 
‘munist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), on the topic 
“Historical Lessons of the Seventh Congress and'Present 
Day." ‘Following the conclusion. of all exchanges of opinions 
and observations, ‘concluding remarks were to: be given by 
G, P. Frantsov, Editor-in-Chief of the “World Marxist Review." 

In total, individuals from 39 countries participated 
in this Conference. The countries so participating and. the 
individuals representing these countries, where Known, were 
as follows: 

Argentina _ Rodolfo Ghioldi, member, 
" Executive Committee, CP 

of Argentina 

Austria — Johann Koplenig, Chairman, 
CP of Austria 

Bolivia Sorio Romeiro, Member of 
Central Committee, CP οὐ 
Bolivia. 

Brazil Mirelis, member of Central 
Committee, CP of Brazil 

Bulgaria Encho Staikov, member of 
Political Bureau, CP of 
Bulgaria 

Ceylon: ' Hauleeas Merenna Mendees, 
member of Political Bureau, 
CP of Ceylon 

Chile 

Columbia 

Costa Rica - 

_o- cap 
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CONFERENCE DEVOTED TO THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY 
OF THE SEVENTH CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST 
INTERNATIONAL, PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 
OCTOBER 21-23, 1965 

CONF TAL 
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‘Cyprus 

Czechoslovakia 

Denmark 

El Salvador 

Finland 

‘France 

German Democratic 

Republic 

Federal Republic 
of Germany 

Greece 

Guatemala 

‘Honduras 

Hungary 

India 

Tran 

Iraq, 

Ezekias Papaioannu, General Secre- 
tary, Progressive Party of Working 
People of Cyprus 

Viadimir Koucky, a Secretary of the 
Central Committee, CP of Czechoslo- 
vakia 

Ib. Noerlund, a Secretary of the 
Central Committee, ‘CP of Denmark 

Inkeri Lehtinen, member, Political. 
Bureau, CP of Finland 

Jacques Duclos, -member, Political 
Bureau, CP οὔ France 

Franz Dahlen, member of the Central 
Committee, Socialist Unity Party of 
Germany 

Josef Ledwonn, member, Political 
‘Bureau, CP of Germany 

Amaya Amador Ramon, member, Central 
Committee, ΟΡ of Honduras 

Dezso Nemes, member, Political 
Bureau, Hungarian Socialist Workers 
Party 

Srinewas Ganesh Sardesai, member, 
Central Executive Comnittee of 
National Council, CP of India 

(first name unknown) Kombash (phonetic), 
a representative of the CP of Iran. 

Zaki Heiri, a representative of ‘the 
Iraqi ΟΡ 

-3.- 
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Italy Gastone Genzini, ‘member of the 
Central Committee and Director 
of Party’ School, CP of Italy 

Jordan ‘Fouad Nassar, First Secretary, 
᾿ Jordan CP 

‘Lebanon: S. Savaya, member of the ‘leader- 
‘ship of the CP of .Lebanon 

Mexico. Jerardo Unzueta, member of 
Presidium, Central Committee, 
CP of Mexico. 

Mongolia Ts. Davagsuren, representative of 
Mongolian Peoples Revolutionary — 
Party 

Peru = Raul Acosta, General Secretary, 
‘CP of Peru 

Poland Witold. Jarosinski, ἃ Secretary of 
the Central Committee, Polish 
United Workers Party 

Portugal : 

Soviet Union ‘Boris N “Pononarev, First Secretary, 
‘Central Committee, CP of ‘the Soviet 
‘Union 

Spain Dolores Ibarruri, Chairman, ΟΡ of 
Spain 

Sweden Gunnar Eman, a representative οὐ 
the ‘CP οὗ Sweden 

Syria Khaled Bagdash,, General Secretary, . 
ι CP of Syria = 

Tunis Mohamed Harmel, member of the 
Political Bureau anda Secretary, 
Central Committee, CP of Tunis 
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CONFERENCE DEVOTED ΤῸ THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY . CONF TAL 
OF THE SEVENTH ‘CONGRESS’ OF THE COMMUNIST 
INTERNATIONAL, PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 

OCTOBER 21-23, 1965 

Turkey Υ, Demir, .a representative of the 
‘CP of Turkey 

United States Claude ‘Lightfoot, Vice Chairman, 
. ‘USA 

In addition, there were several representatives 
‘from South Africa participating in this Conference, one of 
whom was (first name unknown) Zonzola who resides: in Great 
‘Britain at the present time. . 

The Conference was formally opened as scheduled 
by Vladimir Koucky who extended greetings to.all those present 
‘on behalf of the CPCZ. He listed the various. CPs present 
and countries which they represented and remarked: that in 
addition ‘to: those he had noted there were several. from Africa 
‘participating but whose Parties were outlawed. ‘Following 
this, Koucky, in essence, made the following remarks: 

The basic ideas as set forth in .the: Moscow Declaration 
of 1957 and in the Moscow Statement of 1960 still serve as a. 
guide to action in this period although there are now some 
new conditions in the world Situation which affect the inter- 
national movement, 

The Seventh Congress of the Communist International 
which we are commenorating on this occasion was one devoted 
to the fight against fascism and to ‘the development of the 

united front. The Seventh Congress emphasized the: following: 

1) A struggle against imperialist war--an effort 
to avoid war and fascist aggression; 

2) Development of the struggle for peace and 
democracy and the necessity to show the interconnection of 
this}; " 

3) That unity of the working class was ἃ necessity 
and need for unity of the working class with other forces was 
essential; 

4) It formulated a struggle against the 
of that ‘time; 
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INTERNATIONAL, PRAGUE, .CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 
OCTOBER 21-23, 1965 

5) Developed the idea of peaceful transition to 
socialisn. 

In total, the Seventh Congress gave the interna- 
tional movement a principled approach to world communist 
unity. 

Following Koucky's opening greetings and remarks, 
the Conference then devoted the remainder of all its time 
to speeches and discussions by the participants. The first 
such speech and the major one of the Conference was that of 
Boris N. Ponomarev, ἃ Secretary of the Central Committee, 
CPSU. 

At the final session, G. P. Frantsov, Editor-in- 
Chief of the "World Marxist Review," on behalf of the publica- 
tion, spoke to the group and in essence remarked as follows: 

We wish to express our gratitude to the various 
Parties for their participation in this anniversary meeting. 
This meeting has shown us that joint discussionsare useful 
and do:consolidate the world movement and its internationalism. 
We have learned here also that the Seventh Congress as a his- 
torical event has not diminished in importance. The Seventh 
Congress showed us how to'win majorities. It has. been a 
long road since the Seventh Congress and we are still fighting 
imperialism. 

Frantsov concluded his remarks by noting that all. 
speeches will be published, some in a future issue of the 
magazine, and subsequently all later in book form. 

In closing this meeting, Vladimir Koucky again 
‘took the floor and on behalf of the CPCZ noted that the 
Conference had now come to the end of its work and stated 
that most of us feel that this meeting has been most useful. 
While some people were afraid that such a meeting might "tie 
our hands," they have been proven wrong. This Conference 
has shown that we should meet more frequently for such Con- 
ferences and have exchanges of opinions between our Parties. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
‘of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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FOR UNITY OF COMMUNIST RANKS POR INTERNATIONAL 
SOLTDARTTY. 

Prague, October 22, Pravda Correspondent. The Interna~ 
tional meetin 8 in Prague dedicatcd to the 30th Anniversary of the 7th Congress of the Conintorn continues, As has been reported before, B.N.Poromarev, Secretary of the CPSU Central ; Committce, made a: speech 4u the meeting yesterday, 

The 7th Congress of the Comintern, said B,N,Ponomarev, is an outstanding event in the history of the international communist’ movenent, The Congress made an immense. consributsion to the development, advance ‘and enrichncnt of Marxist-Leninist theory and the strategy and tactics of the struggle for the vital interests of the working class, popular masses, and, above - all, of the struggle ‘against nazgisn and world war, The .xresolu= 

“‘bhe' policy ‘defined by the 7th Congress was correct and scienti-~ | 

tions taken by the-7th Conintern Congress constituted a natural wink in the: development ‘of the international connunist rovencnt, including its struggle against Right-wing opportunisn and: "Left~ wing: Goctrinairisn, ΝΣ 

' ho entire course of historical development indicates that 
Lieally: justified. This policy helped to concentrate the forces of the working class and the popular masses on the crucial trends of the struggle for social progress, 

“Still more favourable conditions have been furnished today for a successful struggle, for socialisn on a world ‘ &cale, The front’ of socialism has extendcd, One-third of, nan" Kind is already living under Sociplisn, The world's first Γ socialist country-—the Soviet Union-— has embarkcd on the building of communist’ society, The nain force of world rovo~ lutionary progress is' now she Socialist system consisting of 14 countries, a 

The entire world is in revolutionary ferkiont, The working class of the developed capitalist, countrics is. unfolding a | Vigorous struggle ‘against the nonopolies and their réactionary 
πῇ 
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policy, The collapse of the colonial ‘system was 8 heavy.blow | av inperLalisn, More “than ‘sixty new .sovercign states have ἡ energed and sone of ‘then ‘proclainca the vransition to socialisn as chelr purpose, ὁ ey! | ue ry 46 
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εἰν Wweys' Zor vallying all anti-fascist and anti-imperialist 
, . Zorces for this vurpose, κι δ ΞΕ a 

“alisn and!against that systen which begets then, The Congress 
- boldly pointed to the need for a new approach to the Π. 5 

i .peéblen: the working class and war,.."Gone is the tine,” said 
ως Georgy Dimitrov,” when the working class did not participate 
 /Andependently and actively in the solution of such vital tek . problems es the problem of war," ' ' 
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Vays.and means of leading the masses to the revolution 
‘have decore veried. Favourable conditions are being offered 
thereby for the’ further advance of the forcen of national 
liberation, democracy, peace and socialisn against the - 

_posivions held by imperialisn, | "ἢ 

‘The historic significance of the 7th Comintern Congress 
“Ld above all in the fact that the Congress mapped ont a 
clercut strategic plan and flexible tactics for Communister: Ὁ 
‘Parties in the struggle against the onslaught of fascisn. 
and the ‘threat of a new world war as well. as indiéated the 

é , ’ 

-, The principal way of Solving this problem.was the esteblish- 

working-class front), and a nation-wide front (popular: and 
anvi-colonial, :anti~inperialist integrated front) as well as 

Ment of a single front of the working-class movement Cintegrated’ 

ΕἸ ¥he world-scale consolidation of all anti-nazi forces,: 

7 The: Congress declared that the main force capable oF ' 
te, | resisting fascisn and inporialist war is the Soviet Union, 
‘ave Poe defeneefof the world's first socialist country. was declar- ᾿ θὰ by the Congress a primary invernational duty ofall 

communist dctachnents,. ὁ, ον ᾿ ΝΞ 

on “Loi narking the 30th anniversary of ‘the 7th Conintern Congress, we lay special emphasis on the nilitant orienta~. 
thon of its decisions against the wars’ unleashed by inperi- “0 

ει 
' 

Marxists-Leninists do not associate the prospects for 
man's progress to socialisn with world wars, On. the contrary, 
the struggle for the ultimate goals of the working class 
movement has always been associated withthe struggle against 
imperialist wars. At the sane tine, while working against ° 
the imperialist policy of suporessing revolutionary, libera- 
tion movenents, the Communists have supported and will: always: 
Support wars in defence of socialist achievenents, just natio- 
ral-liberation wars, and uprisings of nations against 
imperialist oppression, 
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‘fhough the world is altogether different fron what it 
was thirty years ago, and the alisnnent of international 
.foxces has 'raditally changed, the ideas of the Congress dined 
Ot ‘the struggle against the threat of world war are opposite 

. Yoday as well, 

. a 
od 

+ 

4 

\.' Ghe seactlonary circles of inpsrielism which once brought 
into being fascism “constitute today the main aggressive force 
end source of war danger, It is from US imperialisn that tho 
Shreat.of war cones first and Yorenost, ΝΣ ΕΣ 

The warning against undersstinating the war danger is 
Lully valid today, At present the danger of local wars.is no 
less. serious: than in'the past, This is why to rebuff the. 
egeressors in Vietnan is a:cardinal problem of protecting 
general peace and the security of the nations, This.is everyone's 
concern, Loyal to its internationalist duty, the Soviet Union 
‘renders all-out‘aid to the heroic Vietnamese people, .... ὦ 

4 
we fos 

>“. “\8Qoday there’ are incomparably greater possibilities for” 
“preventing. world war than thirty yoars ago, However, the ' 
coriversion: of these immense possibilities into realities’ requires; 
as has been enphasized by the world forums of Communists, unflage~ 
ing political and organizing activity to consolidate all peace- 
supporting forces and all opponents ‘of imperialisn as well as 

' thein vigorous effort on'a world scale, Those who interfere with 
_Uhe' ‘consolidation of ‘peace forces under present-day conditions 
‘ineur, along with the inperlalists, the gravest historical | 

οὖν pesponsibility, 

“the Pth Congress: werg,- " ΝΥΝ 
Due, if Ν a aides ty ‘os : ! 

a - τι κα Fath 0} 

The 7th Congress, B.N.Pononarev continucd, substantiated 
all aspects of the ‘idea of unity of anti-imperlalist, democra- 
tic fortes which becane basic to all its’ political directions, 
Having reereated and developed Lenin's propositions on a united 
working-class front, the Congress indicated that the poind ° 
ox departure for-it must be the unity of action of all anti- ° 
fascist forecas,: and: above all Communists and Social-Denmocrats, 
in: their struggle against reaction and the threat of world 
war. and for the intercsts of the ‘working .olass, , | 

2 
' 

“i 

Zhe course of events indicated how fruitful the ideas of 

na ι ἢ 4 

ium We’ ane-convinced that there is ‘every reason to believe * 
thet under the present-day conditions the unity of the ‘working~ 
class movencnt will not, only create a necessary shield against 
any ¢eherkigs “or provocations.of imperialist reaction bud will 
also contribute to the working~class's realization ‘of its 
sochalistideals, awe 
‘ : ἢ ΗΝ εὐ κα , 

aot be Vy rob 1 ε" ‘ 
woy a i ὃ Gy \ ἢ E “oa pe YF ate 
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τ -Having generalized the experience of the Communist 

Partias, the 7th Congress concluded that while. the alliance 

. between , thg, working class and peasantry remained as inporvant 

as éver, the poundaries of the working class's alliances in. 

the developed capitalist countrics were oxtending. The Congress 

out forward the idea of 8 popular front, Ib can well be : 

‘eontended that having put forward the anti-nonopoly 

coalition siogan,'‘the Comiunist Parties of the countries of 

developed ‘capitalism relica on. the: experience-tested ideas 

of the 7th Congress, “fe. be νὴ! ὌΝ ἊΝ 

᾿ Innense attention to the national-Liberation movenent 

has always been a‘ glorious. communist tradivion, ' 

ΑΓΕ bentn aéveloped’ an ‘integral~-teaching onthe, character 

al , and role of the national-Livcravion novenent during. the epoch 

' of imperialism and the socialise revolution, Relying ‘on this 

i gesching and working ib dvb! in -eecordance' with the, conditions 

of the new epoch,’ the CPSU has been paying unflagging atten~ 

tion to, the national-liveration movenent and rendering it | 

political’ ‘end naterial Supports ye
 GS atheala 

3 4"ν' 

t “ewe Ὁ Oonmuhi gts are stnecre and staunch Lighters, against". 

Va Shodetelismy for the national independence: ΟΣ, their, countiies 

“*Srd peoples and for the. cause of Soctalisn. Opviously, ἐὺ a 

.. ΠᾺΡ, mpossible to discuss the ‘building of socialisn, aiming. δὉ 

“vt tho developrent ofa country Jakong socialist Lines, δὰ at the 

nee sane bine maintain the stand of anti-communisn and strugslé. 

against the Communist. Panties, Practice indicates that the: 

greatest success in the building of new sooLoty is attained 

wherever the alliance and boncePicial cooperation of all 

ἢ pevolutionary ‘forces’ is ensureds oe 8 

ἘΠΕ ΨΧΟΣ ee 

3 'Ir-accordancé with the new targets ‘which the Comintern 

"sot the communis. πον Ὁ, the .spoaker continued, the 7h. 

Congress’ mapped οὐδ the ways for inproving the work of the. 

_ Goununist, Parties. The following iacas of ithe Congress .are ΟΣ 

‘““untransitional iriportarices ν΄ ὁ ΠῸΠ  νς δ ΝΙΝ i ἢ 
4 . " a a a 

: ° _ i ἝΝ ᾿ “yy pee = . τὰ ΤΡ ΜΝ ἌΝ το 4. ; ἢ 

-- on the selfless ‘loyalty’ to the Marzist-Leninis® teach- 

xing, its moyoLutionary iceals and irreconcilable ‘atvitude — 

“eowards all kinds 'ofsopportunisn, revisionisn, dognahisn and 

natvionalisn; 
ee ΚΟΥ Δ ΜΕΝ 

mye τὴ ~~ ‘on ὍΘ, relentless struggle of Communists, against im- 

fet ipordalisng? ον τὸ em ἐδ ΠΣ res rere iste 

ἀν δὴν, cs os " en . > δ ᾿ ' toe: nn - : ΝΣ ae Ε . 3 aan ' nes ἊΝ . 

ai tet onthe, correct: combination by Gobminist. Forties of. ne~ 

tional ane invernationar targevay: : ΟΝ ΗΝ 
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~~ On the independence of Communist. Parties in the ‘solution of all problons in the development of their strategy ‘land tectics; ἢ ' ' ΝΣ 

“~'oh the ways of consolidating the tiles with the ‘ working-class, with broad popular masses, trade unions, wonen's,' youth and other organizations; 

st ‘me "on thé ability to put av cach specific moment effec- tive slogans. which the masses can understand and which can . raise then for struggle, εὐ , 

“Τῇ. Congress's dccisions prepared the communist novenent ideologically ond politically for the battles .againsd fascisn ' ond‘fox the struggle to advance the causé of: soclalisn, 
During World War XII Comnunists, proved thehselvos. the. staunchest fighters δὰ nade the Greatest contribution to’ tho victory, , Pita ΠΣ 

a0 VAM ΔΏρογύδην condition for thd victory over fascism was the Conmunistst irréconciliable Struggle against racialisn and chavinisn, | δας | 
Wha me ᾿ 
ΠΣ ΤῸ the rvactalist .-unhunan conccots of fascism the 7th Congrcss opposcd the pranciple of combining she working , 

,psopite's genuine national and international interests), 

“' 7" δῦ presont the conditions under which the Communist , Forties are active are cven moro aiffercnsiated and the range of national protlens facings then has increased; |; Hofvever, national problens have never annulled the need os . 20P ensuring the intcrhational unity of Communists, —° - 
AG prescent--and this 15, Wo Supposce,a general opinion. of Marxists~Leninists--the unflagging struggl¢d of the comnunist novenént -against -nabionalistic nanifestations is.a major condition for thé consolidation of the integrated world-wide | QNti~inperialist front, and nilitvant alliance of all the . three groat, movements of today: the system of socialisn the working-class inovenont, .and the national-liberation movenent, 

. At present'the most inportant eriterion of internationa~ lism is the attitude towards the entire systen of socialisn, the international proletariat's highest achisvement at the present stage.and a bulwark of all revolutionary forces, of today, "as well“as the actual struggle:for the vital interests of world socialisn, An indispensable eriverion of internatilo-~ nalism is the attitude to the national-liveration novenent, and to the struggle of the working class under capitalisn, as well as a vigorous support of these, 
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The ideas of proletarian internationalisn becone nore 
and, more widespread inthe broadest aovorionts of today, OF 
essontial importance under these conditions are the alliance 

"and coordination of action of all forces of socielisn and 
all liberation movenents, . | 

_ the unity’ of the international communist novement: has 
always’ been’ 6 condition. for ensuring the’ solidarity οὐ other 
-rovolutionary forces, Naturally, the consolidation of the 
connunist rants is a prinary concern ‘of Marxists~Letinists, : 

νι δὴ Gonnunists! meetings of 1957 and 1960 enunciated 
the principles of relations between Connuwnist Parties and 

_ ‘their international consolidation under the present-day condi-~ 
“i o'tdons. Life confirned the inportance of these principles“for 
Che: daternational ‘connunist movenent._ ΠῚ 

εἱ 

the. unity of the international: corunist novehent 
now imolics its uneninity on the main and basic point: its 
ability for unity of action even when there are differences 
on cortain theoretical and practical problens, 

_ fhe CPSU believes that the consolidation of the ranks’ 
of the’ world arny of communisn is necessary as never défore 
now that imperialisn intensifies international tension, is 
engaged in aggressive actions in several arcas of the world, 
wages a barbarous war against Victnan, intervenes in Congo 
and the Dominican’ Republic, proclaims as its official policy 
interference in the hone affairs of Latin Anerican countries, , 
continues its provocations against peaceful Cuba, intensi- . 
Yles war preparations and steps up a fronzicd anti-connunist 
canpalgn, Joint. action against the aggressive encroachments of 
pubortalisy 15. an urgent international duty. of each’ Conminiss 
BLUYe 5 δ τ an | ᾿ | oe 

The connunist movement develops in tho ‘struggle against 
Various opportunist ‘trends and ‘above all against revisionism 
and. dognatisn, re foe Sa! 
ui Taught by Lenin to be. krreconciliable to oppoxtunisn; the 
CPSU: Has -becn waging ‘an unswerving struggle against ‘revisio- 
nisn ‘in ‘all’ Its: manifestations, against dognatisn ang τ΄’ vsectarvanisn, =" ᾿ εν ον μεμα ἐξ wieni: tn the: international political sphere’ our Party pealistical- 
ly, ‘evaluates: the gcneral world situation and accordingly - 
procccts in the Leninist.way the interests of the, soclalist: 
connunity,. the national~liberation: novenent. and the: working. . 
class, movenont, a νι ΤΣ" ye, 
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the Conmunist Parties, maintaining the correct Marxist 
Leninist positions, are engaged in tircless work in order to 
ensure the unity of action of the communist movement and 

+ 

“secure the consolidation of its ranks. | 

_  @he Communist Party of the Soviet Union distinctly . 
realizes all the scriousness of the difficulties which exist 
in the international communist movenent and is doing every~ 
thing for overcoming then on the hish~principled Marxist} 
Leninist. basis, Under the present-day conditions we see a 

' way to consolidation above all in ensuring the unity of the 
practical actions of communists, and coordinating their 
international policy for the struggle against ingerialisn, Of 
major importance. are bilateral and multilateral meetings and 

', balks between fraternal parties, Like other Marxist-Leninist 
partics, the CPSU’ belicves that throughly prepared world forums 
can be helpful in overcoming differences and consolidating the 
communist movencnt on the basis of Marxism-Leninisn, 

The CPSU has been steering unswervingly a course of 
overcOning successively the differences, undertaking. joint 
actions in.the struggle for common purposes, and using in 
every way possible bilateral and nultilateral contacts for 
consolidating all Communist Parties, 

| In its decision "On the Results of the Consultative 
Mecting of Representatives of Communist and Workers! Parties," 

‘the March Plenary Mecting of the CPSU Central Connittce 
enphasized the following: "The CPSU will continue to carry 
out unswervingly the Leninist policy expressed in the 
Progranue of the CPSU,’ and the Declaration and the Statement 
of the Moscow Meetings, to defend firnly the principles of 
,Marxisn-Leninisn and proletarian internationalisn and work, 
along with other communist par¢ics, for the consolidation of 
all’ socialist countrics, all Marxist-Leninist parties, all - 
revolutionary forces of today in the struggle against inpeéri- 
align and colonialism, for national liberation, for peace, 
‘Genocracy and socialisa,” 

"tthe plenary nectings of the Contral Connittee of ‘the ἃ 
ἢ an 

in March and September 1965--are of immense and cardina 
inporvanece, The CPSU elininatcd boldly and decisively every~ 

‘thing that: had interfered with the correct Leninist nethods 
"Of" developing: and pursuing its policy. The, practice of. . 

ov all our activity and develoonent of Let” socicty.conrirns 
the correctness and tineliness of the measures taken, 
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leadership. and nanagenent which had not proved their worth ἡ 

in practice and which wore not scientifically substantiated, 

the OPSU. Central Comnittcc*has been consistently stecring 
urse’ for making the fullost and dest use of material 

2 

‘“‘Sncenbives in the development of socialist production and 
raising: the welfare of the working people, In accordance with 

the' requirenents of the present stage of development of: ° 
Sovict society, our Party is improving the methods of 

jdcological -léadexship to raise all aspects of the connunist 

consciousness of the people, 

op foreign policy the Sovict Union spares no effort: © 
. for strengthening fricndship with the socialist countrics, 

. fostering in every way nossible relations with econonically 

‘Less developed national states, and waging consistently a’ struggle 

for realiging the principles of the policy of peaceful co- | 
existence of states with different social systens, The 
peaceful cocxistence policy implics a decisive and tinely 

pobuse (co the ageressive forces of inperialism headed by 

“the USA. 

. Our Party is pursuing a firm policy aimcd at consolidating 

tho socialist community on the principles of Marxism-Leninisn 
_and' socialist intcrnationalisn, The CPSU Central Conaittce 

4 

tines and is now about $0,000,000 persons strong. All this 

‘has taken all possible moasurcs to normalize the relations 
with the Connunist Party of China, However, as is known to 
the international comiunist movenent, the measures we have 
adopted have yieldcd no vositive results, 

The thirty years woich have’ expired since the 7th Congress, 

' gaid B.N,Ponomarecv in conclusion, have pecn replete with 

events of inmcnse world~historicl importance, The material 

pasis of the world revolutionary forces, the Socialist 
systen, has becone incomparably broader and stronger, The 
“international arny of Communists incrcasod more than ten 

consolidates our faith in the victory of the great cause of 
Marx, Engles, Lenin and enhances the idcological conviction " 
‘of “Comunist Partics and thoir supporters as to the corrcct~ 

τς ‘ness'of the Marxist-Leninist teaching. 

τον Along with othor MerxistcLeninist parties, the CPSU. is 
‘carrying aloft the banner of consolidating the international 

arny of Communists on the ‘principles of Marxisn-Leninisn, 
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Evaluating the greag pata traversed by the revolu- tionary Hovencnt, we declare with unshakable confidence: connunisn will ultinately triunph! 
ὲ 

¥ 

Other speakers at she today's necting were Dezso.Neones, ἃ monber of the Political Bureau of the Central Connittée of vhe Hungarian Socialist Workers! Party, Gastone Gen2ini, & menber of the Central Conmittec and Director of the Pearcy School under the Auspicts of tho Central Connittee of the italian Connunist Party, Franz Dahlen, a nenbcr of the Central Comnittce’ of the Socialist Unity Party of Gernany, Witold Jarosinski, Secretary of the Central Comaittce of the. Polish United Workers! Party, Dolores Toarruri, Chairnan of the Cornunist Party of Spain, Encho Steikov, & menber of the Political Bureau of the Cenvral Conmittec of the Bulgarian Communist Party, Beckias Papaioannu, General Sceréctary of tac Progressive Party of Working People of Cyprus, and Amaya Anador Ranon, ἃ member of the Central Connittee of vhe Connunist Party of Honduras, 

(Pravda, October 23, In full,) 
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GREAT PORE ΟΣ INTBRNACTONALISN . 
| V.Zhuravsky 

, Prague, October 23, (Pravda Correspondent, ) "The international meeting τς mia tne 30th anniversary or the VII Congress‘of the Comintern has completed its work, the representatives of Communist and Workerst Parties wno spoke at the meeting stressed the correctness and Scientific groundedness of the resolutions of the VII Congress, the life~giving force of its ideas, and their unbreakable connection with our time.In their speeches the participants in the meeting expressed the determination ; of fraternal parties to preserve Lenin's ‘behests, to devend the principles of proletarian Anternationaliem, to consolidate “the Sochalist commonwealth and to struggle untiringly for the unity of the communist working~cless and nationale τς, Uderation movements, Lor peace, democracy, and socialism, 
in his speech Jacques Duclos member of the Prench Communists Party Political Bureau, who had taken part in the ViT Comintern Congress, desoribed the initial experience gainea in creating National Pron in france in 4935, an experience which played an important part in working: out the line of VII Comintern Congress. He spoke ‘about the _. .€reneh Communist Partyts activity in promoting the unity of. thé countryts democratic forces on 8 platform, of joint ‘Struggle for the revival of democracy and for.a democratio national foreign policy, oo. . 

| Throughout: its entire activity our Party had ‘to deal | With a. number of extremely difficult anti-colonial problens, ‘and 3% coped with them quite successfully, Jacque; Duclos pointed out, The very fact that the Comintern Loroefulily and effectively raised the problems of anti-colonial struggle is among its great merits. We always bear in mind that the ‘ereation of the Comintern by Lenin pursued the ain of ' wresting the working: class out of the chauvinist ‘bog. which 

“Josef Ledwonn, 
Seoretary of the German Communist Party Central Committee, 

at i 
‘ colt The ' constantly increasing influence 6? Socialism and, bartioularly, the rapidly growing eoonomic might and politic al prestige of the German Demoeratic Republic .are of primary ᾿ Anportence Por, the conditions of Class strugg]s in Weokaw. Se tO —— 
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This influence, vy its'very nature, 15 quite objective and 
versatile, It acts upon the demands of the PRG working 
class and inspires it. | 

Fouad Nassar, First Secretary of the.Jorden .Communis¢ 
Party, Central Committee, said that the epoch-making 
Significance of the VII Comintern Congress was that its 

'. resolutions were permeated with the spirit of' struggle 
for: working class unity end for the consolidation o2 ail. 
_Gemocratic forces in a wide front in order to prevent war 
‘and deal a destructive blow upon fascism--the ‘shock force 

.»,0F imperialism. Life itsel? has vividly ‘confirmed that 
κὰν +,the Communists were right when they ‘proclaimed the struggle 
‘we | against fascism and the latter's defeat to be tantamount 
_ a, tO) @ crushing blow to world imperialism and the eolonial 
i. system, and when they maintained that the defence of. the 

oe ") "soviet Union and friendship with the firs¢ country of 
socialism. had: always been and would always be the national 

.. :@uty of 811 progressive forces, 

» she, working: class of Argentina at this International 
, meeting was represented by, Rodolfo Ghioldi, member of the 

. 
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a 
."“Kungarian. Socialist Workers! Party Central Committee. and 
Director of the Party, History Institute, said that... 

. Executive, Committee of the Argentine Communist Party ; 
“Central Committee and Editor—in-Chie? of the newspaper 

_ Nusstre Palabra; He “πᾶ thet we were witnessing the’ 
orléntation of American imperiatisn towards war.All this 

makes the theses of the VII Comintern Congress quite ὁ 
τς ΒΟ 82 today... Of course, the present situation is immeasur- 
‘ably more favourable for the cause’ of the working class, the | people, national interests, democracy and socialism than 

t had been 30years ago, Today we have the support of the . world socialist system and of the great Soviet’ Union whase | uccesses in: creating the foundation of communism are an . inspiring Pactox, | 

Degs Nenes, menver. of the Political Bureau of the: 

the ‘VII Comintern’ Congress had helped 086. Hungarian~. |i Communists to realise that the ‘situation required. the .": | "setting of the direct ain of carrying. out democratic 

1 1 
sa ‘Party Sohool undér.the Italian .Commnist Party Central. 

transformations in the country... Phat was the only-way in whien the Party could wage & successful struggle for ..°.. establishing the antifascist unity ΟΥ̓ the’ proletariat” and. mighty National Front. The Party turned “into she ‘political leader of the working class and the leading party of the nation. cS 
ry " it! : i, 

T + 

‘re The. next to speak’ was Gastone Genzini, Director. ofithe 

Committee. οἴ, 
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, the: speaker .said that the spirit and the creative efforts ΟΥ̓, the VET: Congress were’ today a valuable heritage’ |! vor. the working class novement and served as 8, lesson never © to be forgotten. The working class and democratic forces ere now confronted with ever antensifying aggression. | Consequently: the working class is again, Paced with.the task of waging’ an: anti-impoerialist struggle which would aptly combine the’ struggle for peace, freedom, democracy, national independence'and soolalism both on a national and on the. : international level, . 

τ 

Franz Dahlem, member of the Central Committee of the Socialist-Unity: Party of Germany, told the audience. about the German Communists" selfless Struggle against Hitlerite’ «. Mazisn, vabout the strategy and tacties of the Party. ' | 

| Witold Jarosinski, Seoretary of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers! Party, spoke about the experience of the Polish revolutionary movement in developing: the « strategy and tactics adopted by the Seventh Congress of the | Comintern. Our Party, he said, in leading the working masses ει of Poland’ δἽοῃᾳ. the path of socialist construction and oy constantly strengthening the bonds of internationalism with the fraternal varties and countries nas made and oontinues |.‘ to make its contribution to the great cause of socialisn and freedom of the peoples. ' an te te is a rhs μ 

' /POLREGS Glorious daughter of the Spanish people’, ‘veteran of the international communist end working. class movement, Ὁ participant -in the Seventh Congress of the Comintern; σον spoke about the immortal heroic struggle of the Communist Party and the working people of Spain against fascism, . . for freedom, ort ὉΠ ΛΠ ae = 

inwhis ‘speech Encho ‘Staikov, Chairman of the’ Executive Committee! of ‘the Fatherland Front, Member of the Political . | Bureau of the Central Committec of the Bulgarian Communist Party, partvicipant in the Seventh Congress of the Comintern, Said. “The Seventh Congress of the Comintern equipped: the Communist Parties with corrects Marxist-Leninist strategy’ |: and tactics in their struggic against capitalist taction and fascism, in the struggle against war, in defence of peace. Life has fully contirmed the, vimeliness and .correotness of the Congress decisions.. . ἐν δ ς ᾿ 

Secretary~General of the Progressive Party ofthe Works” 
ing People 'of. Cypras (AKEL), Ezekias, Papaionnou, spoke ΝΞ about the diverse forts and methods of strengthening..unity | ‘ 
in the struggle for national. freedom, | ee τ ἢ 
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In his speech the head of the delegation of the Communist 
Party of Czechoslovakia, Secretary of the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, Vladimir Koucky, 
spoke about the Party's struggle for the triumph of social- 
βὰν crt _ ΝΣ . " “ν΄ 

Inkeri Lehtinen, Member of the Political Bureau and 
beorevary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
Pinlend, spoke about the unity of action of the working class . 
of the country and the tasks of the Communist Party in 
building up this unity on the ‘oasis of the ideas of the 
seventh Congress of the Comintern. 

Claude Lightfoot, revresentative of the Communis+ 
Party of the United States and participant in the Seventh - 
Congress of the Comintern, described the development of “ 
present events in the United States and stressed that the 
Communist Party is not relaxing the struggle for the interests 
of the working class, against the imperialist monovolies. 

'. The: significance of the Congress de¢isions in the 
struggle of the Mongolian People's Revolutionary Farty for 
the implementation of the tasks of the anti~feudal anti-~ 
imperialist and democratic revolution, was delt with by 
is. Davagsuren, representative of the Party on the Editorial 
Board of the magazine, Problems of Peace and Socialisn. 

Mohamed Harmel, Meuber of the Political Bureau, Secretary 
of the Central Committee of the Tunisian Communist Party; 
stressed the importance of ¢he struggle for ouilding up a 

"United front of the national-liberation forces in countries 
fighting for complete independence. | 

Sorio Romeiro, Member of the’ Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of Bolivia, stressed the merits of the 
Seventh Congress of the Comintern in the general development 
of the strategic line directed towards uniting the working 
class movement? and all the social forces working for democracy, 
freedom of the peoples, peace and socialisn, 

Zaki Heiri, representative of the Iraqi Communist Party,” 
described the experience of the Party in establishing volitic. 
al alliances with other patriotic forces. 

The conference was also addressed by Mirelis, Member | 
of the Central Committee of the Brazilian Commun4st Party; 
Raul Acosta, General Secretary of the Central Committee ΟΣ 
the Peruan Communist Party; Jerardo Ungueta,Member of the 
Presidium of the Oentral Committee of the Mexican Communist 
Party; S.Savaya, Member of the central leadership of the 
Lebanese Communist Party;.Srinewas Gancsh pardes@i, Member of 

= _ ot at a at ΝΌΟΝ ΠΝ ΝΠ .ᾳ.ᾳ0ῃΦ0ΟΕΝ 
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the Central Executive Committee of the National Council of 
the Communist Party of Indias; Y.Demir, representative of 
the Communist Party of Turkey; Gunnar Eman, representative 
of the Communist Party of Sweden. A speech, prepared by 
Panelotis Mauromatis, Member of the Political Bureau of 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Greece, 
was read at the conference, 

ἀν the end of the conference the floor was taken by 
G.P.Prantsov, Editor-in-Chief of Problems of Peace and 
socialism. He stated that the Edltorial σοὶ or the 
hagazine decided to publish a part of the speeches in 
the next issue of the magazine and to print the Ζ011 
speeches in a separate book. 

(Pravda, Oct.24. Abridged.) 
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: TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

/ FROM ot Cag CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
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Re Chicago airtel, 11/2/64, captioned Solo, enclosing 
a letterhead memorandum (LEM) entitled, "Information Concerning 
Postponement of Visit of NIKOLAL ViXMOSTOVETS, Head of the 
North and. South American Bection, International Department, Cd MH 

REP Ν λα ΚΣ 

+, Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, to the 
' iS United States, October, 1964." 

x 

wy Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is the original and 
ay > three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a LHM 
% captioned, “Possible Visit to United States In Near Future By 
οἱ NIKOLAI Υ, MOSTOVETS, Head of the North and South American 

\y | Section, International Department, Central Committee, Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union," 

The information set forth in the enclosed LHM was 
Orally furnished on 11/12/65 by CG 5824~S* to SA's WALTER A, 
BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

“ 
ae 

The enclosed LHM has been classified topecret since 
the unauthorized disclosure of this information could reasonably 
result in the disclosure of the source who is furnishing infor- 
mation on the highest ει ‘the ‘international com- ake. Δι movement. 

= 
To further ordett the identity of this source the Ἔ 

LHM has been shown a; being made at Washington, D,C. 
Je F13 A Baws |e an | EN 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

CG 5824-S* advised that he had obtained the information 
in the enclosed LUM from MOSTOVETS in conversation with him just 
prior to the source's departure from Moscow, USSR, which was on 
11/6/65. At that time MOSTOVETS expressed an interest in perhaps 
meeting the informant while he 15 in the United States, CG 5824-S+* 
replied that he thought this could possibly be arranged and requested 
that if MOSTOVETS wanted to meet him, MOSTOVETS should first let 
CG 5824-S* know when he is coming. .MOSTOVETS stated that he would 
do so, but asked how he could contact CG 5824-S*. The dnformant 
stated that this would present no difficulty, He informed MOSTOVETS 
that if MOSTOVETS let CG 5824-S* know when and where he would be, 
he would receive a gift of a bottle of "Old Grand-Dad" Bourbon and 
thus would know that CG 5824-S* is around and will get in touch 
with him to arrange a meeting. | 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU ΟΕ INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No ᾿ 

November 24, 1965 

TOP-SECRET 

POSSIBLE VISIT TO UNITED STATES 
IN NEAR FUTURE BY NIKOLAI .V. MOSTOVETS, 
HEAD OF THE NORTH. AND SOUTH AMERICAN 
SECTION, INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
THE SOVIET UNION 

During November, 1965, a source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised as follows: 

In early November, 1965, it was learned that Nikolai V. 
Mostovets, Head of the North and South American Section, International 
Department, Central Committee (CC), Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU), was planning for a possible trip to the United States 
in the near future. Mostovets had originally planned to travel to 
the United States in late October or early November, 1964, but this 
trip was postponed until at least April, 1965,. due to the upheaval 
in the USSR following the removal of Nikita 5, Khrushchev from his 
positions of leadership in the USSR. Up to the present time, 
Mostovets' trip has not materialized, but he anticipates that it 
may be arranged in the near future. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclu- 
Sions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property of 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your agency; it 
and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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The information set forth in the enclosed LHM was 
orally furnished on 11/12/65 by CG 5824-S* to SA's WALTER A. 
BOYLE and RICHARD Ἦν HANSEN. 

μα REP, per © The enclosed LHM has been classified top-sé¢ret 
since the unauthorized disclosure of this information could 
reasonably result in the disclosure of the source who is 
furnishing information on the highest level concerning ‘the 
international communist movement. pal ἃ ς΄" δ ndeat Cab πὸ 

To further protect the identity of this source the 
LHM has been shown as being made at Washington, D.C. 
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UNITED STATES: DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

a FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer το. Washington, D.C, 

November 23, 1965 

TOR, δεόβετ 

BORIS N. PONOMAREV, 
SECRETARY, 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION 

During November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

It has been observed that Boris N. Ponomarev, ἃ 
member of the Secretariat of the Central Committee (CC) of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) has assumed ἃ role 
in the leadership of the CPSU in which he appears to be working 
directly under Mikhail Suslov, a member of the Presidiun and a 
Secretary of the CC, CPSU. Thus he appears to have resumed the 
position he held relative to.0, V. Kuusinen, deceased former 
member of the Presidium and Secretary of the CC, CPSU, prior 
to Kuusinen's death, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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SOVIET VIEWS ON VIETNAM. 4, Ὁ Liaison 
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= 

L~-R. C. Putnan 

| ‘A source which has supplied reliable information in 
the past has advised that the top leadership of the Communist 
Party, USA, bas been furnished the following comments made by 
leading members of the Central Committee of the Communist 
perty of the Soviet Union in. early November, 1965, regarding 
Victnan, 

Agreement With Communist Party, USA, Position 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union agrees with 
the position taken by the Communist Party, USA, that the ι 
solution to stopping United States aggression in Vietnam σὴ -- 
be brought about only through use of both military and political 
methods, Through negotiations efforts can be made to achieve ax 
political victory, The question arises as to the proper tine,fe 
raise the demand for negotiations. The Soviet Union also does = 
not consider it advisable to make public statements favoring <i ¢ 
negotiations at this time since such action could hurt the 
forces opposing United States imperialism in Vietnan, 

᾿ ad 

What ‘To Do 4 
t 

HOOU 

‘The Soviet Union believes the present situation calls 
for increased assistance to the anti-imperialist forces in 
Vietnam while increasing public opinion against the present 
United States Government. The Soviet Union understands that 
the Communist Party, USA, cannot openly demand: negotiations at 
this: time, but it should support organizations and movements 
which st#ess negotiations. The Communist Party, USA, can be 
of assistance by utilizing such slogans as "end the bombing" 
and "withdraw United States ships from Vietnamese waters." . 

(SEE NOTE PAGE 3). 
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SOVIET VIEWS ON VIETNAM 

Comminist parties known to be oriented toward the 
Soviet Union cannot openly support negotiations at this tine 
because Communist China would declare such action was being 
taken on the instructions of the Soviet Union and would 
utilize this misinterpretation in its polemics against the 
Soviet Union, 

| However, if the Soviet Union is subjected to more 
| pressure from other communist parties, the Soviet Union may 
be able to use its influence to get North Vietnam to cease 
engaging in the struggie in Vietnam although it may not be 
possible to influence, in any way, the National Liberation 
Front of South Vietnan, : 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union agrees that 
statements made by leaders of Communist ‘China, that they will 
deal a crushing military defeat to the United States, are 
stupid, provocative and hurt the anti-imperialist movenent, 
The Soviet Union agrees with the Vietnamese comrades that the 
time for negotiations is not "ripe" only because these comrades 
gay that the time is not "ripe." It should be noted that the 
conrades in Victnam are subjected to a lot of pressure from 
‘Conmunist China and the Chinese may be the ones who will decide 
when the time for negotiations is "ripe" or perhaps that the 
time will nevor be “ripe.” The comrades in Vietnam do not teil 
the Soviets everything. They held talks with Communist China 
but did not advise the Soviet Union what Communist China had to 
‘say about Vietnam, It is known that Communist China holds the 
position that the 17th parallel does not divide North and 
‘South Vietnam, The Soviet Union does not agree with this 
position and believes that this attitude does not help the 
eituation, ‘but there is nothing that can be done about it at 

Ξ Os 

Factors Indicating a Possible Change 

There are a number of indirect indications that the 
attitude of the comrades in' Vietnam may be changing. The bomb-~ 
ing of bridges, roads and power planta has had a severe effect 
on the economy of North Vietnam. North Vietnam now realizes 

a 
= 2m 
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that Communist China:not only does not ‘help but also inter- 
feresg with Soviet assistance to North Vietnam, Yor exanple, 
all supplies from the Soviet Union for North Vietnam must go 
by train through ‘Communist China. The Chinese Communists 
stop these trains and inspect the cargo to decide what can 
go into North Vietnam and what cannot. When the Chinese 
‘gee sophisticated weapons, they ‘say that the Vietnamese are 
‘incapable of using such weapons,ahdsdo not permit them to 
be trangported' to North Vietnam, ‘Then the Chinese Communists 
accuse the Soviet Union of sending only old weapons into 
North Vietnam, Another most important factor which may _ 
indicate a possibility for a change . in attitude on the | 
part of the comrades in Vietnam Is the fact that the National 
Liberation Front did not achieve the smashing victories. that 
were predicted for the monsoon season, 

It appears the comrades in Vietnam have just begun 
to see that they cannot rely on Communist China, It also 
appears that Communist China ‘will fight only if invaded. 
Because of these factors, it appears that negotiations for 
peace.in Vietnam will come eventually. but it is not known’ 
when these negotiations will begin. In the meantime all 
‘communist parties:must help in tho fight against United States 
imperialism. The Communist Party of the Soviet Union also has 
urgent dofense requirements in order to: keep West Germany in: 
its place despite United States imperialism, The fight of the 
Communist Party, USA, for peace is most important and all 
communist parties’agree that this is a most difficult struggle. 

‘Because of the sensitive nature of the source which 
furnished this information, this communication is classified 
"Top Secret." 

NOTE: | “ΝΣ 
" ‘Classified "Top wécret" since ‘unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG. 5824-S*) who. is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. | 
Dissemination is being made to Honorable Marvin Watson,’ 
Special ‘Assistant to the President; Honorable-Dean Rusk, _ 

i Secretary of State; Honorable Robert. 5, McNamara, Secretary 

‘(NOTE CONTINUED PAGE .4): 
ΤῸ I τος a” ata - . - 

an ἢ «ὦ 



SOVIET VIEWS ON VIETNAM 

NOTE CONTINUED: 

‘of Defense; Vice Admiral William F. Raborn, Jr., Director of 
Central Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney General by 
routing slips. ‘Data extracted. from.CGairtel 11/18/65, 
captioned “Solo,~IS ~ C." ‘See memorandum Baumgardner to 
Sullivan, 11/23/65, captioned “Solo, Internal Security ~ 
Communist," prepared by. RCP:pah. 
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NTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

While ‘on. Solo Mission 19 to the Soviet Union and 
Czechoslovakia, 10/19/65 to 11/12/65, CG 5824-S* met with leading 
representatives of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union on 11/3 and 5/65 in Moscow, Russia. Claude 
Lightfoot, Vice Chairman of the Communist Party, USA, was present 
only at the 11/3/65 meeting, The following sets fortht*the comments 
expressed by these leaders of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union: 

Agreement With Communist Part USA, Position 

- - The Communist Party of the Soviet Union agrees with the 
position taken by the Communist Party, USA, that the solution to 
stopping United States aggression in Vietnam can be brought about 
only through use of both military and political methods, Through 
négotiations efforts can be made to achieve a political victory. 
THe question arises as to the proper time to raise the demand’ for 
negotiations, The Soviet Union also does not consider it advis~ 
abke to make public statements favoring negotiations at this time 
singe reych action could hurt the forces opposing United State 
inperia 

What To Do 

n 

ism in Vietnan, ; 

μ The Soviet ‘Union believes the present situation calls for 
increased. assistance to the anti-imperialist forces in Vietnam 
while increasing public opinion against the. present United States 
Government: The Soviet Union understands that the Communist Party, 
USA, cannot openly demand negotiations at this time, but it should 
Support organizations and movements which ‘stress negotiations. 
The Communist Party,. USA, can be of assistance ὧν utilizing such 
slogans as “end the bombing" and. "withdraw United States ships from 
Vietnamese waters," ΠΝ EC. 18 /0 ῶ -- Hf 2 §O91— SAI 

Communist partiés ‘known tovbe oriented! toward the 
Soviet Union cannot, openly support ‘negotiations at this. time 
‘because. Communist .China would declare such action was-being taken eer δὲ ἐκ , ΣΝ] "She oe, “πον vanes mama 

100-428091 ΟΠ = 
Enclosures/* a-2 ACSNTINUED-“OVER '& δέ 5 1965 
RCP:pah ἡ " | 
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Memorandum to Mr, -W, C, Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100=428091 

on the instructions of the Soviet Union and would utilize this 
nisinterpretation in its polemics: against the Soviet Union, 

However, if the Soviet Union is subjected to more pressure 
from other communist parties, the Soviet Union may be able to use. 
its influence to get North Vietnam to cease engaging in the struggle 
in Vietnam although it may not be possible to influence, in any Way, 
the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam, 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union agrees that state- 
ments ‘made by leaders of Communist China, that they will deal a 
crushing military defeat to the United States, are stupid, pro=- 
‘vocative and hurt the anti~imperlialist movement. The Soviet Union ἱ 
agrees with the Vietnamese comrades that the time for negotiations 
is not “ripe” only because these comrades say that the time is not 
"ripe." It should be noted ‘that the comrades in Vietnam are 
subjected to a lot of pressure from Communist China and the Chinese 
may be the ones who will decide when the time for negotiations is 
“ripe” or perhaps that the time will never be "ripe. The comrades 
in Vietnam do not tell the Soviets everything. They held talks 
with Communist China but did not advise the Soviet ‘Union ‘what 
Communist China had to say about Vietnam. It is known that 
Communist China holds the position that the 17th parallel does 
not divide North and South ‘Vietnam, The Soviet Union does not 
agree with this position and believes that this attitude:: does not 
help the situation, but there is nothing that can be done about it 
‘at this time. | ’ | 

Factors Indicating a Possible Change 

There are a number of indirect indications that: -the 
attitude of the comrades in Vietnam may be changing. The bombing 
of bridges, roads and power plants has ‘had a severe effect on the 
economy of North Vietnam. North Vietnam now realizes that Comnunist 
China not only does not help but also interferes with Soviet assis~ 
tance to North Vietnam, For example, all supplies from the 
Soviet Union for North Vietnam must go by train“through Communist 
China. The Chinese Communists stop these trains and inspect the 
cargo to decide what can go into North Vietnam and what cannot. 
When the Chinese see sophisticated weapons, they say that the 
|vsetnanese are incapable of using such weapons and do not permit 
them to be transported to North Vietnam. Then the Chinese Communists 
accuse the Soviet Union of sending only old weapons into 

-. 2m 
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Memorandum to Mr. W.-C, Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100428091 

North Vietnam. Another most important factor which may indicate 
a possibility for a change in attitude onithe part of the comrades 
in Vietnam is the fact ‘that the ‘National Liberation Front did not 
achieve the smashing victories that were predicted for the monsoon 
season. 

It appears the comrades in Vietnam have just begun to 
see ‘that they cannot rely on Communist ‘China, It also appears 
that Communist China will fight only if invaded. Because of 
these factors, it appears that negotiations. for peace in Vietnam 
will come eventually but it is not known when these negotiations 
will begin. In the meantime -all communist parties must help in 
the fight against United States imperialism. The Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union also has urgent defense requirements in order 
to keep West Germany in. its place despite United States imperialism, 
The fight of the Communist Party, USA, for peace is most important 
and all communist parties agree that this is a most difficult 
struggle. 

RECOMMENDATION ; 

That the attached summary be sent to Honorable Marvin 
Watson, Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean Rusk, 
Secretary of State; Honorable Robert S. McNamara, Secretary of 
Defense; Vice Admiral William F. Raborn, Jr,, Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney General by routing slips, 
incorporating the information obtained by CG 5824-S*, 

oY 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β). 
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Enclosed herewit é Bureau are the original (\ 
and ‘three copies and for the New York Office on scopy of a 
detterhead ‘memorandum captioned, Louis and RosWWeinstock, rr 
Former Americans Now Permanently esiding in Budapest, Hun- ἐγ Af 
ar a a ee Ξ 

Barve ὑ SA PELALD 

The information “Set ‘forth in ‘the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was orally furnished on 11/13 and 16/65 by 
CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W, HANSEN. 

The information set ‘forth in the ‘enclosed letter= 
head memorandum was developed during the course of a con-~ 
versation held with JOHN VAFIADES in early 11/65 in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia. VAFIADES was aware of this information 
because of his connection with the World Federation of Trade 
Unions, , 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
" ' since unauthorized disclosure of the ‘information 
set forth therein could reasonably result in the identifica- 
tion of this sohfecé, who is furnishing information on the Τ᾿ 
highest level 
ment and thus Ὁ 

1-Chicago . ͵ 
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In order to further protect the taentity ot this 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum is ‘shown as 
having been prepared at Washington, Ὁ. C, 
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UNITED ‘STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

ly, Please Refer to Washington, ἢ, C. 

November 24, 1965 

JERE 
LOUIS AND ROSE WEINSTOCK, FORMER AMERICANS 
NOW PERMANENTLY RESIDING IN BUDAPEST,. HUNGARY 

In mid-November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

Louis Weinstock, a former leading functionary of 
the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), is now permanently re- 
Siding in Budapest, Hungary, with. his wife Rose, Their 
current Budapest address is as follows: 

Lojos Weinstock 
II Martirok UTJA 49 
II En 2 Budapest, Hungary 
Telephone number 353=729 

Since Weinstock's arrival in Hungary during the 
Summer of 1965, some of his actions have resulted in creating 
certain difficulties between himself and other former Americans 
residing in Hungary as well as in some of the other socialist - 
countries. For instance, a former American, John Vafiades, 
who resides in Prague, Czechoslovakia, and works for the 
World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU), reported that Weinstock 
had bullied his way through and secured for himself an invita- 
tion as a honorary delegate from the United States to the 
Sixth Congress of the WFTU which had commenced in Warsaw, 
Poland, October 8, 1965, Weinstock also managed to have his 
wife accredited to this Congress as a special correspondent 
of "The Worker," an East Coast, United States, communist 
publication. This action on the part of Weinstock caused 
problems, both financially and otherwise, for Harry Yaris, 
another former American who resides in Warsaw, Poland, and 
is accredited there as the correspondent for "The Worker." 



LOUIS AND ROSE WEINSTOCK, FORMER AMERICANS “sgater 
NOW PERMANENTLY RESIDING ΙΝ BUDAPEST, HUNGARY 

In Budapest, itself, the Weinstocks have created 
additional problems. In the past, Grace Gardos, another 
former American and sister of Fred Blair, leading functionary 
of the Communist Party of Wisconsin, has been for a number of 
‘years the official "The Worker" correspondent in Budapest. 
After Rose Weinstock arrived, she contended that she was to 
be "The Worker" correspondent and has been taking over Gardos' 
duties. Gardos has protested Weinstock's action and contends 
she has never received any official notice of her replace-~ 
ment or any communication from "The Worker” indicating that 
this was being planned. , : 

. 4 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Re Chicago airtel, 5/7/65, ΜᾺ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum (LHM) captioned, "(First Name Unknown) 
MONSEIRO, Communist Party of Venezuela'." 

The information set forth in the enclosed LHM was . 
orally furnished on 11/12/65 by CG 5824-S* to SA's WALTER A. 
BOXLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

The enclosed LHM has been classified to 
Since the unauthorized disclosure of this information could 
reasonably result in the disclosure of the source whois 
furnishing information on the highest level concerning the 
international communist movement, 

To further protect the Adentity of this source the 
LHM has been shown as being made at Washington, D.C, 

CG 5824-S* advised that the information in ‘the 
enclosed LHM was obtained by the source while he was in Prague, 
Czechoslovakla, curiy) Ag period 10/20-25/65. Regards were a 
also sent to the 50 an Prague from JESUS FARIAS, EDUARDO NG 
MACHADO and GUSTAYO. DO, jailed leaders of the Communist s Barty (68) οἱ ΣΝ MECH yy ζ: 18 B/ 
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AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GOLDE - el te? 

ἌΝ UNITED STATES: DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

mee tee Washington, Ὁ. 6. 

‘November 24, 1965 

το SCG 
(FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) MONSEIRO 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF VENEZUELA 

During November, 1965,,a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in. the past, advised as follows: 

In ‘the past there was headquartered: in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, one (First Name Unknown) Monseiro who allegedly 
was one of the Communist Party (CP) of Venezuela's ‘underground 
leaders. ‘He was reportedly a member of the Political Bureau 
of the CP of Venezuela being hunted by the Venezuelan Govern- 
ment. As-of November, 1965, it was learned that Monselro was 
no longer in Prague, but had returned to Venezuela or to an 
area on the border of that country. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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ReCGairtel 10/27/65 with enclosed informant's yar 
statement captioned, "Reimbursement From ‘World Marxist 
Review, ' Prague, Czechoslovakia, for Mailing of Publication 
‘in United States." 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's state- 
ment captioned, "Funds Received From ‘world Marxist Review,” 
October, 1965. ἡ 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 
statement was orally furnished on 11/12 and 13/65 by CG 5824-S4 
to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

For the information of ‘the ‘Bureau, the enclosed 
informant's statement makes reference to one G. P. FRANTSOV, 
Editor-in-Chief of the "World Marxist Review," Prague, 
Czechoslovakia. This individual, according to CG 5824-S*, is 
identical with $)GENE’ FRANTZOV whom he has previously identi- 
fied as Editor- ~Chies and who has been mentioned in Solo 
aaa isin 6 past. 
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FUNDS RECEIVED FROM "WORLD MARXIST 
REVIEW," OCTOBER , 1965 ᾿ 

ε΄. 

᾿ During late October, 1965, discussions were held 
with staff mombers of the “World Marxist Review,” official 
theoretical organ of the international communist movenent, 
Prague, Czechoslovakia. At this time, a total of $798.00 
from the "World Marxist Review" funds was turned over to a 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) representative ag royalties 
for articles composed by CP, USA members which had appeared . 
dn the magazine during 1965. The breakdown of the $798,00 
dn royalty payments was &s follows: | : 

To Hyman lamer, $60 for an article appearing in 
Issue #4, April, 1965, and $201 for an article 
appearing in Igsue #10, October, 1965; 

To Gus Hall, $201 for an article appearing in 
issue #10, October, 1965; . 

To Henry Winston, $135 for an article appearing 
dn Issue #10, Octoher, 1965; “Ὁ 

To Claude Lightfoot, $201 tor an article appearing 
' in Issue #10, October,.1965. - 

μι " _ dn _addifion, upon instructions of Gus Hall, General: . ᾿ς ®ecretary, CP, USA, a request was made for reimbursement to 
the CP, USA of the cost of mailing in the United States to 
VIPs, college and university libraries, etc., of the "World 
Marxist Review." Previously, the "World Marxist Review" had 
xeimbursed the CP, USA for such. mailings through February, 
1965, at a monthly rate of $330.40. Hall now wanted rein- 
bursement for the nine-month period, March through October’, . 
θοῦ, When this matter was initialiy raised in the financial 
office of the "World Marxist Review," representatives of that 
department indicated word had come down the line that there 
must be economy everywhere, As a result, these lesser officials 
δ΄ the magazine began applying this economy mechanically to 
all facets of their operation and efforts at the time were . 
unsuccessiul in getting the desired reinbursement for the | 
mailings although a number of hours were spent on discussing 
it. Later, during a meeting with G, P. ‘Frantsov, Editor~in- 
Chief of the magazine, the situation on the requested reim~ ὁ bursement was raised in strong terms. Frantsov was disturbed 
and aggravated by the financial office's refusal to honor | 
these commitments to the CP, USA for mailing the magazine and 
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ReNYairtel 8/10/65 and CGairtel 10/21/65 with 
informant's statement captioned, "Background Briefing by 
Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, for | 
Discussions with Representatives of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union." μος 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies WG and for the Ne y of an informant's state-, |. ment captioned, Henry Winston, Currently x | in Soviet Unio | VSR ρει. 

The information set forth in the enclosed” 7 
informant's statement was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* . on 11/17/65 to SAs WALTER A. SSE! Ie 

“Aye! . 
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¥ WINSTON, 
CURRENTLY IN SOVIET UNION 

It will be recalled that a number of months ago the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) requested . 
sion of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) to return 

Henry Winston, to the United States because of certain 
problems relating to his schooling in the Soviet Union which 
had developed. In line with this request, Henry Winston and 
the CP, USA agreed that{l_—CédiBhould xveturn and could be 
gent back any time after November 7, 1965. The CPSU was to 
he Bo advised. 

This matter of[ las taken up with Nikolai 
¥. Mostovets, Head of the North and South American Section, 
International Department, Central Committee, CPSU, and with 
his assistant, Igor Mikhailov, during the period of late 
October and early November, 1965, while discuss 
matter with these individuals, they advised that 
was now doing very well in school and that the schoo 
adninistrators do not want him to leave_the school and return 
to the United States, They stated tha now recog~ 
nizes that he has no physical problems e problens 
he did have were emotional and he now appears to have mastered. 
them, 

Accordingly, as of early Novenber, 1065} 6 τς ἢ 
unless circumstances change, will remain in the Soviet Union 
for an additional period of tine, | | 
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ReCGairtel 10/21/65 and enclosed informant's μὸν 
Statement captioned, "Background Briefing by Gus Hall, Mv] 
General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, Zor Discussion 

4 Ny 

with Representatives of the Communist Party of the Soviet Gl 
Union." Ay 
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Ss Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three ‘copies 
and for New York one copy of an informant's statement cap- 

\ Ἂ tioned, "Art and Esthe jelds, ‘The Worker' Correspondents, 
Wi soscow, t USS! "ἫΝ 

ὶ The ‘information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was orally furnished on 112/12,13, and 16/65 by 
CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable information in the 
past, to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD ἢ, HANSEN. Ca 
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ART AND ESTHER SHIELDS, "THE WORKER" 
CORRESPONDENTS, €MOSCOY, USSR | 

«It will be recalled that in early October, 1965, _ 
Gus Hall, General Secrotary of the Communist Party, USA | 
(CP, USA), advised it was time to replace Esther and Art 

| Shields as "The Worker" correspotidents in Moscow, USSR, 
with someone else. However, Hall stated that before | 
he orderg their return, the Russians should be requested | 
to arrange for the reemployment of Esther at the Tass News 
Agency in New York City. Hall at the time indicated he 
was considering George Morris of "The Worker" as the | te Σ 
Shieldses* replacement in Moscow. | : ες ; 

. Duxing late October and early November, 1965, 
the subject of the replacement of the Shieldses was raised . 
with Nikolai Υ, Mostovets, Head of the North and South 
American Section, International Department ,Central Conmittce, 
Comminist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), and with his Ὁ 
assistant, Igor Mikhailov, in Moscow, USSR. At this time, 
these individuals agreed to check into the possibility of 
Esther Shields' reemployment by the Tass News Agency should 
she be replaced as "The Worker" correspondent. These 
individuals further indicated that they had heard the rumor 
that Si Gerson was under consideration as the replacement | 
for the Shieldses. They then noted that they were not too. 
happy with such a prospect and stated "they don’t want anyone ΝΣ 
sent over who might write regarding the seanmy side of Soviet ; 
life.” At this polnt, it was made known to them that Hall ; 
had indicated that he was not considering Gerson but had 
George Morris in mind for the Shieldses' replacement. The 
Russians seemed pleased with this possibility. 

During this same period, a brief meeting was held . 
with Art Shields in Moscow at which time the latter was Informed . 
the Party is considering his and his wife's return ‘to the United 
States and replacement as "The Worker" correspondents in the 
near future. At this time, Shiolds commented briefly on his 
Situation in Moscow as "The Worker" correspondent and noted © 
that there was a lack of leadership given him ‘by the paper in 
New York and that Jim Jackson never asks them for anything. 
He 1611 that he and Esther had a poor relationahip with "The 
Worker" editors in New York and that New York lacked an under- 

| Standing and a sensitivity to the problems they have in Moscow. 
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. TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | 

i FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (200-134637) δῷ 
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On 11/23/65, there were received from the Soviets, 
via radio, two ciphered and partially-coded messages, th 
plain texts of which are as follows: au 

(1) “To GUS HALL 

“CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT is now in hospital for genera | 
checkup. He will stay there for a week.’ 

(2). ᾿ "We have not yet received your confirmation on 
money delivery operation. If everything is 0.K., 

please confirm by November phone.’ 

The failure of the Soviets to receive the 
confirmation telephone call is probably explainable as 
follows: 

As reflected in NY airtel 11/19/65; the Soviets 
directed that if the money operation be 0 «Κι, confirmation 
thereof be made at 7:30/Py’ to telephone #682-9511 or 
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ΝΥ 100-134637 

MU, 2-9885. As directed, NY 694-S* made the confirmation 

ca . 

As reflected in NY airtel, 11/19/65, on page 

3 thereof, the telephone number to be used for acknowledgment 

during November and December 19 74-9200 and that for January 

and February it is 682-9511 or MU 2-9885. The time for such 

call in the past has been 7:05 PM. The failure of the 

Soviets to receive the informant's confirmation telephone 

call undoubtedly is due to the fact that they had forgotten 

that they had requested that the call be made to the numbers 

scheduled for January and February and that they had monitored 

the number ‘scheduled for November and December. They probably 

also had been mistaken with respect to the time of the call 

which they had specified to be 7:30 PM, but which undoubtedly 

should have. been 7:05 PM. 

The Chicago Office was telephonically advised of 

the above matter, and pursuent to instructions from CG 5824-S*, 

the Chicago Office requested that the New York Office make 8 - 

confirmation call to the telephone nuxber 744-9200 on the 

evening of 11/23/65 at both 7:05 PM and 7:30 PM to insure 

that the Soviets receive a confirmation of the delivery of 

the money. This is being done in view of NY 694~S*'s being 

hospitalized at the present time. . 

-ρ. 
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and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies i 
statement captioned, "Discussions, October, 1965, with a | ̓ 

ye 
| " | Representative of Security Branch, Central Committee, UM ) Communist Partyof the Soviet Union, in Moscow Relating py to Communication Apparatus with Communist Party, USA." 

The information appearing in the enclosed infor- mant's statement was orally furnished on 11/12, 13, ana 16/65 by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable information in ‘the past, to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

For the information of the Bureau, VLADIMIR (LNU), referred to in the enclosed dnformant's statement and with | Whom CG 5824-S* met, is identical with the individual with whom both CG 5824~S* and NY 694-S* have previously met in Moscow for similar discussions on matters ‘relating to the coumunication apparatus. VLADIMIR has never been introduced by a last name and during the several contacts CG 5824-S# has had with him, there never has been reference to his Jast name, | 
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DISCUSSIONS, OCTOBER, 1965, WITH A REPRESENTATIVS 
OF SECURITY BRANCH, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, IN MOSCOW RELATING TO 
COMMUNICATION APPARATUS WITH COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

During the latter part of October and early November, 
1966, a representative of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) 
was in Moscow, USSR, for the specific purpose of carrying out 
official discussions with representatives of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) on matters of mutual interest. 
Throughout this period, the CP, USA representative was 
quartered in Room 517 of the Central Committee Hotel, Moscow, 
and at this location numerous meetings were held with him by 
CPSU representatives. Among the various meetings held at 
the hotel with CPSU representatives was one which occurred 
in late October, 1965, with Vladimir (last name unknown) of 
the Security Branch, Central Committee. Viadimir is a 
relatively young white male, tall, and of slender build. 
He bears some resemblance to the likeness one holds of 
Abraham Lincoln. In the past, Viadimir had met with this 
same CP, USA representative and also has in tha past met 
with Jack Brooks when that individual was in Moscow. One 
of Vladimir's tasks includes work with the apparatus for 
communication which has been established between the CPSU and 
the CP, USA. The specific purpose of this meeting was to 
discuss the current communication apparatus and problens 
relating to it. During the discussions which ensued, the 
following was learned: 

According to Viadinir, commencing December, 1965, 
and for the first half or January, 1966, there will be no 
one availahle in New York City to carry out personal contacts 
with the CP, USA. The individual presently carrying out these 
personal contacts in New York City is returning to Moscow and 
his replacement will not be available until sometime in January, 
1966. Vladimir gave no reason at this time for the replace- 
ment of the current Party contact in New York, and it was not 
mentioned who might be replacing this individual. 

Viadimir then advised that the Security Branch 
definitely desires the CP, USA to cut down on the use of 
the "second channel" of communication which is boing utilized 
an New York. This channel of communication, one involving 
Isadore Needleman, should be used, according to Vladimir, 
only for less important or seml-oificial material or for long 
messages. 11 should not be used for short messages or for 
emergencies. He then noted in this connection that what might 
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appear to be emergencies to the CP, USA are not necessarily 
emergencies to the CPSU. He added that messages concerning 
meetings, messages mentioning names of individuals, messages 
involving security, should not be sent through the "second 
channel" since from an overall point of view it cannot be 
considered secure. For the latter types of messages, the 
CP, USA should make use of the "girls," the radio communi- 
cation system establighed in New York City. ; 

In connection with the selection of drop locations 
for future use, Vladimixy remarked that if they are going to 
be in the City of New York, they should be located in. outlying 
areas. Every effort should be made to avoid the area in New 
York City between 30th and 80th Streets for drop locations. 
For use as drops, he suggested the use of cans, boxes, ete. 
He noted that if after a period of time the continued use 
of outiying areas as drop location sites proves unsatisfactory, 
the Security Branch will give reconsideration to their in- 
structions. However, security and not "our" convenience 
should be the guiding factor in connection with these drops. 

Viadinir emphasized that fuller utilization of 
broadcast equipment currently available in New York City 
should be made since it is the best means of communication. 
This equipment, he pointed out, could be used either from 
inside stores or from the street. In an emergency situation, 
Af communication is essential, calls can be placed twice a 
week by the use of walkie~talkies, : 

Since at the beginning of December, 1965, and the 
first half of January, 1966, personal contact will be very 
difficult for the reason already noted, Vladimir suggested 
contact with them be kept at an absolute minimum during this 
period. If such contact is found to be essential in December, 
1965, and early January, 1966, the CP, USA should make use 
of the "girlg," | 

The question of the next delivery of money for the 
CP, USA was then raised with Vladimir. It wag noted at this 
time that the CPSU still had not delivered something over 
$200,000 of the amount which had been promised for 1965, 
When this was raised, Viadimir advised that Jack Brooks was 
being informed that November 18, 1965, was being suggested 
85 the date for. the final delivery ofthis money and that 
Af this data was not satisfactory, an alternate data of 
November 23, 1965, was heing suggested. 

Viadimir next noted that they were becoming a bit 
leery of the present methods being utilized for the delivery 
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of funds from the CPSU to the CP, USA. The Security Branch 
feels the CP, USA should begin to give gome serious thought 
to the establishment of some sort of a legitimate business 
abroad through which future monies could be transmitted to 
the United States and then funneled to the Party. The 
Security Branch, he noted, cannot control all the currency 
which is being supplied to the Party and that it was entirely 
possible that the United States Selective Service, the FBI, 
or CIA may be treating certain portions of this currency 
with isotopes, If this 1s being done, Viadimir stated the 
Security Branch feels that the FBI, with the use of its | 
computers and other specialized equipment, might be able 
to trace part of this money and establish an approximate 
figure of how much the CPSU spends here. . 

. When the matter of considering the establishment 
of a legitimate business abroad was raised, a long discussion 
ensued, Tho CP, USA representative pointed out that: to 
establish such a business, it would involve many, many problems, 
First of all, it would have to set up a going business and 
one making considerable profit. It would have to be a legiti- 
mate business. Then, there would have to be a system worked 
out for the transfer of funds from this business to the United 
States and then to the Party. Also, there would be a matter 
of tax problems with the United States Government. Considerable 
time would have to be spent looking into these problems and 
resolving them, Although the CP, USA representative argued 
the feasibility of this suggestion but not its merit, Viadinir 
emphasized that this matter must at least be checked into very 
closely and given some gerious thought. It was finally agreed 
that thie matter would be taken up with Gus Hall, General 
Secretary of the CP, USA, upon the CP,USA representative's 
yeturn and subsequently some later discussions would be held 

The discussion then shifted to Jack Brooks in New 
York. Vladimir advised they had received word from hin con- 
cerning his contemplated hospitalization and were anxious 
to know what was wrong. He said they had discussed Brooks 
and were ready to do anything necessary to help him and, if 
necessary, he could spend three months or moro in the Soviet 
Ynion. He stated they are ready to provide him with all 
necessary hospitalization and the best medical attention | 
available. If he desires, he could have a place at Sochi 
in the Crimea Zor his recovery. ‘They would make all necessary 
arrangements for this. it was pointed out that Brooks' problem 
was a correctible one and not serious although it would entail 
a considerable period of unavailability during which this CP, 
USA representative would handle his work in New York. Vladimir 
repeatedly emphasized that if there was anything at all they 
could do, they should be inforaed, 
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Vladimir then noted that |crooks should be told 
that "we appreciate his work and consider it excellent. 
We consider Jack our best." 

In discussions regarding possible new people 
for the apparatus, Vladimir suggested that such people 
not be introduced to them at this time. Sometime in the 
future they will request and make arrangements tc see 
these people who will then be considered as a reserve for 
the apparatus, 

Viadimir then commented, "You are supposed to be 
in charge of this apparatus" and it was: specifically for. 
your use that we set up this official channel of communica- 
tion between our Parties. At this time, however, we are 
becoming a little concerned over the uses to which your 
Party is putting you. Fox example, you attended a "public 
meeting" like that conference in Prague where you met 
hundreds of leading comrades. We look at ‘your role and 
become worried because your flame never appears. The 
Security Branch feels that in the future every effort must 
be ‘made by your Party to avold such activity that could 
jeopardize your more important role with us. The CP, USA 
representative agreed that the Security Branch was correct 
in raising this problem and that the matter would be dis- | 
cussed with Gus Hall in New York. . 

The question was then raised concerning the ' 
re-establishment of soma new alternate channel of comnuni-~ 
cation with the CPSY through Mexico since, based on a 
decision made last year, the then existing channel was 
supposed to be discontinued. Vladimir promised that his 
department would look into ‘this immediately and some 
arrangements for such a channel would be set up that could 
operate as an alternate means of communication between the. 
CPSU and the CP, USA should present channels in New York 
be lost for some unforeseen reason. Hoe promised to furnish 
information on this new channel in the near future. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for ‘the New York Office one copy of an informant's state- 
ment captioned, "Fight Against Racism In The Communist Party, 
USA. Η 

The information appearing in the enclosed infor- 
mant's statement was orally furnished on 11/12/65 by CG 5824-S* 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, to SA's 
RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

CG 5824~S* advised that he had obtained the infor- 
mation in the enclosed informant's statement from CLAUDE 
LIGHTFOOT while they, were both in Prague, C2gchostovakia, 
during the period 10/pa-28/68. 
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FIGHT AGAINST RACISM IN 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

It has been learned that a number of leading Negro 
members of the leadership of the Communist Party (CP), USA, 
have become increasingly concerned about what they consider 
evidences of racism in the CP, USA. Discussions on this subject 
have been heard in the recent past among the following individuals: 
Henry Winston, Vice-Chairman, CP, USA; Claude Lightfoot, Vice- 
Chairman, CP, USA; James Jackson, Editor of "The Worker" and a 
member of the Secretariat, CP, USA: and William Patterson, 
Chairman of the New York District and a member of the National 
Board, CP, USA. 

These individuals, all Negroes, have taiked it over 
and have decided to open a fight against racism in the CP, UBA. 
μον have specifically objected to the fact that for many years 
now there has not been ἃ wingle case of expulsion of a member of 
the Party for white chauviniam. The Negroes in the Party do not 
belisve they have sufficient voice in the leadership of the Party 

and are going to demand higher positions and greater influence 
in the policies of the Party. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, "Dues Payment by Former Americans Now 
Residing in Prague, Czechoslovakia, November, 1965." 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 
_ statement was orally furnished on 11/12, 16, and 21/65 by 
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CG 5824-S*, who has furnis eiiable information in the 
past, to SAs WALTER A. BQ ALICHARD W. HANSEN, 
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DULS PAYMENT BY YOUMER AWERICANS ‘NOW RESIDING IN PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, NOVEMBER, 1903 

pow 
ΜΝ During the early part of November, 1963, John. “Nafiadas, a former American now vesiding din Prague, Cze¢ lio~ Slovakia, and working in that alty for the orld Federation . of Trade Unions (WFTU), turned over to a Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) xepresentative & ‘total of 1,200 xoruny, the Approximate equivalent of 80 U.S, dollars, as a dues payment, this dues paynont cousisted of δύο xoruny as dues tor himself and his wife Evelyn to tha CP, USA for the period of August . through December, 1955, The renaini {00 koruny constituted the dues payment ἴον George and Eleanor wheelar. for the pertod of June through December, 1983.” This dues payment was mado in yee behalf of these individuals in order that thay would remain ,, 2. in good status in the CP, USA, While both couples now wor ΝΣ and permanently reside din Prague, they have not as yet been ,,5 | taken into menbershlp in the CP of Czechoslovakia, therefore, by remaining in good standing as current cues-paying members of the CP, USA, these individuals ΑΝ at ‘some later date ke © able to quality for certain henefits whieh can be granted by the CP of Czechoslovakia, 

On Noyember 21, 1985, the dollar equivalent for the 4,200 koruny, the $30, was given to Arnold Johnson, a leading functionary of the CP, USA, for the purpose οὐ hig 
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statement, tioned, "Document Prepared by, Phil Frankfeld, 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's state- 
ment captioned, "Cancelation of Debts of New Era Books, New 
York City." 

, The information appearing in the enclosed infornmant's 
statement was orally furnished on 11/12 and 13/65 by CG 5824-S+4|, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, to SAs 
WALTER A, BOYLE Ἃ RICHARD W. HANSEN, 
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‘CANCELATION OF DEBTS OF Ni BRA 
BOOKS, NEW YORK CITY. 

A number of months ago Phil Frankfeld of New Era 
Books, New York City, had met with a representative of 
Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga (MK), the official trade organization 
in the Soviet Union responsible for import-export of books, 
printed material, etc. At the time these discussions took | 
place, Frankfeld raised the matter concerning the possible 
cancelation of certain debts amounting to $2,725.00 duo MK. 
by New Era Books, From the disctissions, Frankfeld reported 
that the NK representative was of the opinion that such a 
cancelation of the debts could be made but that it would 
have to be placed in writing and taken up in Moscow, USSR. 
Based on this conversation, Frankfeid drew up a document 

. getting forth the nature of the debts and the amount he 
desired canceled and his basis for this request. He later 
turned over ‘the document to Gus Hall, General Becretary of 
the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA). , . 

In early October, 1965, Hall instructed a repre~ 
sentative of the CP, USA who was scheduled to travel to the 
Soviet Union to take the matter of these debts up with MK 
in Moscow, 

In late October, 1965, the matter concerning tho 
cancelation of New Era Books debts to MK was taken up with 
Nikolai V. Mostovets, Head of the North and South American 
Section, International Department, Central Committee, CP 
‘eof the Soviet Union, and with his assistant, Igor Mikhailov. 
They were also provided with a copy of Frankfeld's original 
document on this subject. These individuals agreed to look 
into the matter and contact representatives of MK, | 

In early November, 1965, Moatovets noted that con- . 
tact had been made with MK representatives in Moscow and 
that MK was ready to cancel New Era Books' debts; however, 
MK needed a more formal accounting regarding the debts. 
Therefore, when Frankfeld can provide WK with the bills and 
receipts for the various items which he desires canceled, 
MK will handle the matter, 
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COMMUNICATION FROM PEGGY DENNIS 
TO GRACE GARDOS, BUDAPEST HUNGARY . 

In early November, 1965, Peggy Dennis, wife of ! 
the deceased former General Secretary of the Communist 
Party, USA (CP, USA) and currently on the staff of "Peoples 
World,’ a West Coast communist publication, was in Praguo, 
Czechoslovakia, on a tour of the socialist countries. In 
Prague she prepared a. note. to Grace Gardos, a former 
‘American who now permanently resides in Budapest, Hungary. — 
In this note Gardos was informed that her brother, Fred 
Blair of Milwaukee, was then in Moscow for the November 
7th celebration. If Gardos desired to have him visit her 
in Budapest, she was told that she should send him either 
the' money for the travel. or arrange to have the Hungarian 
Socialist Workers Party officially invite him to Hungary 
as their guest, 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and four copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum captioned, "(First Name Unknown 
Kavelenko, Individual in Charge of Finances, ‘World 
Review,’ Prague, Czechoslovakia." 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was orally furnished on 11/13/65 by CG 5824-S* 
to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
uSperat" Since unauthorized disclosure of the information 
set forth therein could reasonably result in the identifi- 
cation of this source who is furnishing information on the 
highest level concerning the international communist move- 
ment and thus adversely affecting the national security. 

To furfer protect the identity of this source, 
the enclosed leterhead memorandum has been shown as having 
been prepared ashington, Ὁ. C, | 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D. C. 

November 26, 1965 

ae 
(FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) KAVELENKO, INDIVIDUAL IN 
CHARGE OF FINANCES, ."WORLD MARXIST REVIEW, " 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA _. ς 

4 In mid-November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as ‘follows: 

‘As of November, 1965, the individual in charge of 
finances and serving as auditor for the "World Marxist 
Review," official theoretical organ of the international 
communist movement, Prague, Czechoslovakia, was one (first 
name unknown) Kavelenko, Kavelenko is a Russian national 
and undoubtedly a member of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, He was in the United States at one time in 
an official capacity, but the specific nature of his 
assignment here is unknown. While Kavelenko does not speak 
English, he does understand the language quite well, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 

' your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

assification 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copie 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's state- 
ment captioned, "Beatrice Siskind Johnson, ‘The Worker' 
Correspondent, Havana, Cuba." 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was orally furnished on 11/12 and 13/65 to SAs WALTER 
A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN and on 11/21/65 to SA HANSEN by 72 
CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable information ‘in the past 4 
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BEATRICE SISKIND JOHNSON, "THE | 
WORKER". CORRESPONDENT, HAVANA, 
CUBA 

Several months ago Carl Winter, while traveling 
abroad, made contact with Beatrice Siskind Johnson, "The 
Worker" correspondent now assigned to Havana Cuba. During 
‘her conversation with Winter, she had requested the Com- 
‘munist Party, USA (CP, USA) to take up with the Socialist 
Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) in the German Democratic 
Republic (GDR) certain matters which could be of assistance 
‘to her, These included. the making of arrangements for the 
purchase of an automobile by her in the GDR, reissuance 
oi her GDR passport in the name of Siskind Tather than 
Jobnson, and the like. When Winter returned to the United 
States, he informed Gus Hall, General Secretary, CP, USA, 
of his conversation with Johnson and Hall later instructed 
a CP, USA representative who was. scheduled to travel abroad 
to ‘take up the matters with officials of the SUPG, 

In line with the above, an official communication 
directed to the SUPG was prepared by this ΟΡ, USA repre~ 
sentative when he was in Prague, Czechoslovakia, in early 
November, 1965. The message, when completed, was turned 
over to Mrs, (first name unknown) Berg, a member of the 
Central Committee, SUPG, who is assigned to the “World 
Marxist Review," official theoretical organ of the interna~ 
tional communist movement, Prague, Czechoslovakia. This 
communication to the SUPG requested that Party to assist 

' the CP, USA in the following matters regarding Johnson: 

First, the SUPG was requested to assist Jobngon 
in locating and purchasing a small car in the GDR with GDR 
marks that Johnson then possessed and, in addition, assist 
her in getting this car to Cuba. It was noted in the com- 
munication that Johnson needed such an automoblie to effectively 
carry out her responsibilities as a correspondent. Secondly, 
4t was requested that the records concerning Johnson's GOR 
citizenship be changed to reflect her name ag Beatrice Siskind 
and not as Beatrice Johnson. Thirdly, it was requested that 
her present passport issued in the name of Johnson be changed 
and made out in the name of Siskind. 

| In regard to the latter two requests made of the 
SUPG, and particularly that regarding her passport, they were 
made "by Johnson because she felt that this would facilitate 
her travel] throughout Latin America because under the Johnson 
name she had become too well known to intelligence agencies. 
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After the foregoing communication was prepared and sent to 
the SUPG, another communication was prepared and sent to 
Beatrice Johnson in Cuba. In ‘this ‘letter, she was advised » 
that her earlier requests mado through Winter had been 
noted and taken up with the SUPG. She was also told that 

' she probably would be hearing’ on these matters Shortly. 

in addition, in this same letter Jobnson was 
asked if she could prepare an article for publication in 
the CP, USA press dealing with the methods which had ‘been 
utilized in Cuba for successfully solving the Negro question 
there, In thig same letter, she was also requested to locate 
and transmit to Claude Lightfoot, leading functionary of the 
CP of Iliinois and Chairman of the CP, USA Negro Commission, 
all official material dealing with. the Negro question in 
Cuba and its golution. This material for Lightfoot was to 
be sent to Lightfoot in care of 36 West Randolph Street, 
Chicago, Illinois, offices of the CP of Tllinois. 

In addition to the above, Johnson was informed 
that if she desired ‘to communicate with this CP, USA repre- 
sentative, she could write to their mutual friend in Chicago, 
Mollie West, and the latter would forward all material to 
him immediately. It Was aiso m- 
municate if she d gh | 
in Mexico and tha could then Zorward it to hin. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three wil 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's state- 
ment captioned, "Negotiations for Gift of Polish Stallion 
for Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, from 
Poland." 

‘The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 
statement. was orally furnished on 11/12, 13, and 16/65 by 

- CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable information in. the past, 
to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W, HANSEN, | 
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NEGOTIATIONS FOR GIFT OF POLISH STALLION FOR 
GUS HALL, GENERAL SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY, 
USA, FROM POLAND 

It will be recalled that for a number of months 
Gus Halil, General Secretary of the Communist Party, USA 
(CP, USA), has had negotiations carried on with the Poles 
conesrning thelr sending a purebred Arabian stallion, 
byed and raised in Poland, as a gift to the CP, USA. 
However, as of October, 1965, these negotiations had 
failed to produce the stallion desired by Hall and he 
now instructed that this matter be taken up by a CP, USA 
representative with Polish officials abroad, 

As a result, a CP, USA representative, when in 
Hoscow, USSR, during late October, 1965, in his first 
meeting with representatives of tha North and South American 
Section, International Department, Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), made it known 
that he desired a trip to Warsaw, Poland, for the purpose 
of carrying on somo business discussions with representatives 
of the Polish United Workers Party (PUWP). The specific 
nature of the desired business discussions with the Poles 
‘was not make known to the Russiang at this time. While 
these representatives of the International Department, 
namely, Nikolai ¥. Mostovets, Head of tho North and South 
American Section, and his assistant, Igor Mikhailov, did 
not look with fayor on the idea of such a trip to Poland, 
they did agree to contact the Polish Embassy in Moscow . ΄ 
to see what arrangements could be made. 

During early November, 1965, the International 
Department, Central Committees, received word from the | 
Polish Embassy in Moscow indicating that the Polish Ambassador 
would meet the CP, USA representative. Through the cooperation 
Of the representatives of the International Department, the 

, CP, USA representative was taken to the Polish Embassy where 
| he was net and.greeted by Ambassador (firat name unknown) 

Kuzba, The Polish Ambassador and the CP, USA representative, 
it developed, were old friends and had met previously. During 
conversation with Anbassador Kuzba, tho CP, USA representative 
informed him that the CP, USA had been negotiating over a long 
period of timo for the gift of a purebred Arabian stallion 
from Poland;that the PUWP had promised such a stallion but 
had done nothing to carry through on this and all correspondenco 
from the CP, USA "δὰ been ignored. It was noted that Comrade 
Hall was tired of such treatment and had roquested that if 
nothing could be dons immediately, that the entire transaction 
be forgotten. Ambassador Kuzba requested he be allowed to check 
into this matter and that perhaps he could settle the problem 
goon. . ™ 1 ” . i δ ἢ . ΕΣ r “ ' WN i 
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Two days following the above meeting with Ambassador 
Kuzba, Mostovets oi the International Department, Central οι" 
nittee, CP5U, contacted the CP, USA representative and in- 
formed him that the Ambassador had called and desired to see 
him immediately at the Polish Embassy. Upon arrival at the 
Embassy, the CP, USA representative was met by the Ambassador 
who said, "I have good news from Warsaw. I got a horse for 
Comrade Hall." The Ambassador stated that the stallion would 
be ready any time that Comrade Hall. could send someone to 
Warsaw to make arrangenents to transport it to the United 
States. He suggested that when Hall was prepared to send 
someone to Warsaw, information on these individuals be sent 
through channels to Moscow and they would see to it that it 
got to Warsaw. He urged that there be no discussion on this 
matter held with the "Chicago people, as we do not trust these 
people with confidential things." By his remark concerning 
the "Chicago people," it was obvious Kuzba was referring to 
the Polish Consulate in Chicago since later he advised that 
after receiving Hall's message as to who would be traveling 
to Warsaw, they would advise Washington and Chicago to have 
visas available for these individuals" travel. However, when 
theae people apply and pick up their visas at either Chicago 
or Washington, they should not give the purpose of their trip 
and only advise that they are traveling on business. He then. 
noted that when they arrive in Warsaw to pick up the horse 
for Hall, they should contact. the Foreign Minister of Trade, 
Witold Trampezynski, who handled this. transaction and knows 
all of the detaiis. | 

On November 13, 1965, Gus Hall was informed of the 
promise of availability of the desired Arabian stallion by 
the Poles and that Hail could send someone at any time he 
desired to Warsaw to make transportation arrangements for this 

horse back to the United States. Hall stated he would probably 
send two people, a nephew from Minnesota, and Isadore Needleman, 
Needleman, he suggested, would go along in order to insure that 
all papers were properly filled out. Hall was also informed 
at this time of the procedures to be utilized in securing the 
necessary visas as well as to the identity of the individual 
to be contacted in Warsaw. 
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Set forth herein for the information of the Bureau 
is a brief outline of the 19th Solo mission recently completed 
by CG 5824-S* which commenced 10/19/65 and ended 11/12/65. 
This outline is being furnished to explain why the reports of 
‘the results of this mission are lacking their usual detail and 
are more limited in scope than in the past. 

The primary purpose of CG 5824-S*'s trip to the USSR ' 
was to negotiate the annual subsidy of the Communist Party 
(CP), USA by the CP of ‘the Soviet Union (CPSU). Also CG 5824-S* 
was given a number of additional tasks to perform for the CP, ᾿ 
USA, As a result, this latest Solo mission is somewhat unique 
dn that CG 5824-S* devoted himself almost exclusively to inner- 
Party tasks which tended to limit his opportunities to collect 
intelligence information. 

CG 5824-S* left New York City on 10/19/65, traveling 
via London and Amsterdam and arrived in Prague, Czechoslovakia 
date on 10/20/65, From 10/21 to 23/65 he attended the symposium 
sponsored jointly ‘by the CP of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ) μὰ the 
"World Marxist Review" ("WMR"), Although in Prague for the 
whole conference, CG 5824-S* was frequently. called away for 
meetings with individuals from the "WMR" relative to article 
desired, payments for articles already printed, etc. Conse- 
quently, CG 5824-S*'s coverage of the symposium was rather : 
“Ὁ a As previously reported, th eae ον of ὮΝ 
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conference either have been or are being made public in full. 

The night before the end of the symposium a reception for the 

delegates was held at the Presidential Palace and on that oc- 
casion CG 5824-S* engaged in a one hour discussion with ANTONIN 

NOVOTNY, President of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and 

First Secretary of the CPCZ, During this period in Czechoslovakia, 

CG 5824-S* met with leaders of the CPCZ such as VLADIMIR KOUCKY, 

Secretary of the Central Committee (CC), CPCZ and a member of the 

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic Assemlly; FRANTISEK KOPTA and (FNU) 

‘-HAVALCHUK (phonetic), both of the International Department, CC, 

CPCZ; and with representatives of the ‘WMR", such as G, FRANTZOV,, 

Editor-In-Chief and a member of the CC, CPSU; ALESANDER SOBOLEV, 

Executive Secretary of the "WMR' and (FNU) SHARIF of the "WMR." 

CG 3824-S* left Prague and arrived in Moscow, USSR, on 

10/25/65. Following the usual protocol visits by some of his 

contacts in the CPSU ‘leadership, CG 5824-S* then secluded himself 

4n his room and spent until 10/29/65 preparing what we would probably 

characterize as a "letter of justification" for the CP, USA request 

for their 1966 subsidy. This was a largely fictitious justification 

for a request of $2,040,000. This was an extremely lengthy docu- 

ment, rewritten numerous times to insure a proper Marxist-Leninist 

interpretation of events. 

10/30 and 31/65 were the weekend and little could be 
accomplished in the way of official meetings at that time. However, 

αἱ was during this time that CG 5824-S* renewed his contacts with 

TIMUR TIMOFEEV and with ALEKSEI A, GRECHUKHIN, formerly in the 

International Department, CC, CPSU, both of whose homes he visited. 

On 11/1 and 2/65 CG 5824-S* was in contact with various communist 

Jeaders arriving in Moscow for the 11/7/65 celebration, many of 
whom had previously attended the symposium. in Prague. 

‘Meetings with MIKHAIL SUSLOV, BORIS PONOMAREV, NIKOLAI 
MOSTOVETS, VITALY KORIANOV and IGOR MIKHAILOV occupied CG 5824~S*' 
during the period 11/3-5/65. These were primarily political dis- 

cussions and meetings concerned with the funds requested by the CP, 
USA. 

CG 5824-5* departed Moscow on 11/6/65 for Prague and 
from then until 11/9/65 was in discussions with people at the"WMR", 

with members of the CPCZ leadership and with certain other individuals 

wm Dm 
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in Prague such as JOHN VAFIADES of the World Federation of 
Trade Unionists, He exited from Prague, Czechoslovakia on 
11/10/65 and traveling via Zurich, Switzerland and London, 
England, he arrived at Boston on 11/12/65, 

The informant undertook this mission already in ill | 
health in view of the heavy work pressures prior to his departure. 
In view of the rigors of the Solo mission CG 5824-S* returned 
to the United States with many of his physical ailments more 
seriously aggravated, Upon his return to Chicago CG 5824-5* 
was finally forced by sheer physical exhaustion and the recur- 
rence of his back and heart troubles to go to bed and remain 
there. 

As a result of the above our contacts with CG 5824-5* 
have been extremely limited, He was personally contacted while 
in travel status on 11/12, 13 and 14765 and telephonically each 
day thereafter. However, these contacts have been .% isi +. 
of short duration, Consequently, we have gotten the most important 
information from him and brief statements concerning other less 
important matters, but have had no _Tengthy detailed debriefing 
sessions, 

NY 694~S* entered the hospital for surgery on 11/22/65 
and may be incapacitated for up to six weeks. Despite his physical 
condition CG 5824-3 is holding himself in readiness to fulfill 
the responsibilities of the apparatus in New York City should the 
néed arise, Furthermore, in view of his brother's hospitalization 
CG 5824-S* advised that he feels it is incumbent upon him to be 
present ἴῃ New York City when NY 694-S* is actually operated upon 
and for a period thereafter, Therefore, he is flying to New York 
City early on 11/26/65, the day of NY 694~ S*'s operation and 
expects to remain there at least four days. 

In view of the above, additional debriefing of CG 5824-S* 
will be further delayed. We are remaining alert to the need of 
the Bureau to receive this information as completely and as quickly 
as possible and will conclude the debriefing of the informant 
just as seon as circumstances permit. 

. 3 - 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum (LHM) captioned, "Interest in U.S, 
Educational System Expressed By ANTONIN NOVOTNY, President 
of Czechoslovak Socialist Republic.” 

The information set forth in the enclosed LUM was 
orally furnished on 11/12/65 by CG 5824-S* to SA's WALTER A. 
BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

The enclosed LHM has been classified top. gocret 
since the unauthorized disclosure of this information could 
xeasonably result in the disclosure of the source who ‘is 
furnishing infornation on the highest level concerning the 
dnternational communist movement. 

To further protect the identity of this source the 
LHM thas been shown as ng made at Washington, D.C. ae 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. Washington, D.C. 

November 24, 1965 

INTEREST IN U. S. EDUCATIONAL 
SYSTEM ‘EXPRESSED BY ANTONIN NOVOTNY, 
PRESIDENT OF CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST 
REPUBLIC ὁ . 

During November, 1965, a source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised as follows: 

During late October, 1965, Antonin Novotny, President of 
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, and First Secretary of the Communist 
Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ), was observed in discussion with Claude 
Lightfoot, a Vice-Chairman of the Communist Party (CP), USA, then in 
Prague, Czechoslovakia. Novotny expressed great interest in the 
educational system in the United States and the American youth situation 
in general. Novotny. related that sometime ago a young woman from 
Czechoslovakia was permitted to travel to the United States to study 
at the University of California. Upon her return she reported con- 
cerning the educational system in the United States. She stated that 
in the universities of the United States there are thousands of 
Students for each professor and everything about the system is very 
impersonal, As a result there is a great amount of discontent and 
rebelliousness among the young students. This general discontent 
among youth is also evident in the ranks of Negro youth who have invol- 
ved themselves in.a meaningful way in the Negro freedom movement in the 
United States. ‘Novotny asked if these things were true. Lightfoot 
andicated that in-general this young woman's comments were in fact 
true. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the Federal ‘Bureau of Investigation. It is the ‘property of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the griginal 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of | 
Jetterhead memorandum (LHM) captioned "Current Status of ETA 
Leadership in the Communist Party of the Soviet Union." AAS re 

The information set forth in the enclosed LHM 
was furnished on 11/12 and 15/65 by CG 5824-S* ‘to SA's 
WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD ἢ, HANSEN, 

The enclosed LHM has been classified - 
Since the unauthorized disclosure of this information could 
reasonably result in the identification of the source who 
is furnishing information on the highest level concerning 
the international communist movement. 

To further protect the identity of this informant, 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum is shown as having been 
made at Washington, D.C. 

CG 5824-S* advised that the information contained 
herein was obtained in conversations with TIMUR TIMOFEEV, 
Assistant Director of the Institute for World Economy and 
International Relations, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 
USSR. AS you recall, ΡΥ New York airtel, 4/29/65, captioned 
"SOLO, IS-C," ron os rom CG 5824-8* was furnished ina 
LUM titled "Power St te in ich Ὡς of the Communist 

," which ‘the™Sotrce had obtained in 
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conversations with TIMOFEEV and ITZAK MINTZ. On this trip 
CG 5824-S* reminded TIMOFEEV of this previous conversation 
and asked what was the current status, The information here- 
in is what was related to the source by TIMOFEEV in a most 

‘secretive manner while they were walking the streets of Moscow 
, at night, . | | 

The poem referred to herein, "Letter to Yesenin" by 
YEVGENY YEVIUSHENKO was quoted in part in an article appearing 
in the "New York Times", 11/14/65, City Edition, page 17, column 
three, ἐν, ' 
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UNITED. 5ΤΑΤΕΒ DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU'OF INVESTIGATION. 

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. Washington, Ὁ. C. 

‘November 22, 1965 

” 

CURRENT STATUS OF LEADERSHIP 
IN THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION | 

During November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

The dual leadership or collective which rules the 
USSR remains an uneasy alliance. The struggle for power con- 
tinues and may only be resolved finally at the XXIII Congress 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) in ‘the spring 
of 1966, However, there have been definite trends which can be 
defined and which indicate the dominant group in the leadership 
of the CPSU and the government of the USSR at the present time. 

It appears that the "old timers" in the leadership 
have consolidated their group and have attracted to them a few 
of the younger leaders such as Dmitri S, Polyansky and Kiril T, 
Mazurov, both members of the Presidium of ‘the Central Committee 
(CC), CPSU. This group, which is now the dominant group, includes 
the following: onid I ev, First Secretary of the CPSU 
and a Deputy of the USSR Council of Ministers; Premier Alexei N. 
Kosygin, Chairman of the USSR Counci] of Ministers, (who aligns 

mself with this group with hesitations); Nikolai: V, Podgorny , 
member of the Presidium of the CC, CPSU: Ἡ 
of the Presidium and a secretary of the CC, ‘CPSU; and’ Anastas Τὶ 
Mikoyan, Chairman of the Presidium of the Suprene Soviet of the 
USSR. As their assistants they are .using Polyansky and Mazurov 
and have now brought into this group Aleksandr Κ΄ Shelepin, a 
Secretary of the CC, CPSU. Shelepin has been pretty well surrounded 
and does not have the control that -he had wanted, 
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RE: CURRENT STATUS OF a _ LEADERSHIP IN THE CPSU a 
This dominant group has beaten back the bid for 

greater power by the more anbitious younger group who had 
advocated a return to the “hard line" pro-Stalinist policies, This group was formerly led by Sh d by Vl 
Semichastny, successor to Shelepin as head of the secret 
police, 

Brezhnev has now reasserted his authority and at 
present appears to be in control, Susloyv appears once arain 
to have became more dominant and in authority I8 behind only Brezhnev and Kosyfin,. uSlov is a Smart politician and has 
now become a "liberal" for political reasons, 

This realignment has resulted from ‘the severe adverse reaction among leading people in the CPSU and among the masses of the Soviet people when there was talk of a return to the. "old days" under Stalin. Leaders like Kosygin and Suslov do not want to become so unpopular in the Party and with the 
people that their positions will be jeopardized. As a result this dominant group is trying to pacify the Soviet people who 
are chafing under the results of a crop failure caused by the bad weather, It is said that the mood of the Soviet people, 
especially the young people, is rather accurately reflected in the poem currently being circulated in the USSR entitled "Letter to Yesenin" by the young Russian poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko, which expresses rebellion against authoritarian excesses, 

At least one high official in the USSR has counseled that other parties which favor a policy of peaceful coexistence in their contacts with the CPSU should reaffirm the principles | of the XX-and XXII Congresses of the CPSU, disowiing Stalinism and supporting the ‘possibility of two paths to socialism. This 
would help to bridle some of the “war makers" in the USSR who at one time were in favor of accepting the line.advocated by the Communist Party of China. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau. of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. | 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-42809]) | κ᾿ Gy | 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) αὶ Dy 7 ἢ ̓ 
ν᾿ ἐ | 
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Ψ “Ἔξ: yi 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original « ..4,..; 

and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a aan 
letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled, "Contemplated Establish-' ὦ, 
ment of a New Department in the Communist Party of the Soviet ἢ’ 
Union for International Relations Among Al‘ Communist Parties." | 

®y 

~~ 

! ; 
ἰ, 

The information appearing in the enclosed LHM was 
furnished by CG 5824-S* on 11/12/65, to SA's RICHARD W. HANSEN 
and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

The enclosed LHM is classified ἀσβϑισοστοι since it 
contains information furnished by CG 5824-S*, a very highly 
placed source furnishing information on the highest level 
concerning the international communist movement. 

In order to provide additional security to the source, 
the enclosed LHM has been shown as having been made at Washing- 
ton, D.C, 

CG 5824=8* advised that the information contained 
herein was furnished to him during his visit to Moscow 
10/25-11/6/65 by TIMUR TIMOFEEV, Assistant Director of the Ins- 
titute for World Economy and International Relations, USSR 
Academy of Sciences, Mpscow, USSR, who made CG 5824-S* swear f 
to keep it εν. This onversation with TIMOFEEV took A 
place walking the stxé of Moscow at night and TIMOFEEV 
exhibited a very fea manner, and aqrt glancing behind them 

aN to see whether ‘the re being followed, 6 P 24-S* finally <3) | 
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told TIMOFERV ‘to stop such actions because he would certainly 
attract attention to them if he continued. ‘TIMOFEEY stated 
that this matter had not been ra yet with him officially _ 
and therefore must be kept very « Ὁ 5824-S* has voiced 
his own opinion that although TIMOFEEV was not so informed he 
had probably already been sdected, but Speaking from his experience with ‘the way in which the’ Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU) leadership operates, CG 5824-S* thinks this covert 
handling of the initial stages of the establishment of this 
new department is their way of playing it safe. | 

Pertinent information contained herein relating to 
_ PEGGY DENNIS will be disseminated Separately to appropriate field offices with the necessary cautionary statement. 
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UNITED STATES: DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

Η 

Washington, D.C. 

November 22, 1965 

CONTEMPLATED ESTABLISHMENT OF A 
NEW. DEPARTMENT IN THE. COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF THE SOVIET UNION FOR INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS AMONG ALL COMMUNIST PARTIES 

During November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

It was learned that as of early November, 1965, the 
Presidium of the Central Committee (CC) of the Communist Party 
of the Sovict Union (CPSU) had decided to set up a new 
‘tion within the CPSU. This will be an organization as 
the CPSU whose purpose will be to keep close ties with every 
Communist and Workers Party throughout the world. The 
afraid of the consequences if the present split within 
communist movement continues and something is not done to establish 
closer relations on a Party-to-Party basis such as through some 
organization which would call international conferences, etc. 
Therefore, the CPSUwishes to set up this special department which 
Will handle the most important task of trying to hold Parties to- 
gether and improving Party-to-Party relations, not just CPSU to 
other Party relations, but the relations of all Parties to one 
another. The practical result of the work of this inner-CPSU 
organization would be that all Parties could get together and 
discuss Party problems and international‘iproblems. This could. 
lay the basis for a future international organization; it would 
be an embryo that could eventually become another Comintern. 
Actually the CPSU would view this department as a Comintern in 
miniature for the Party. 

ENCLOSURE 



RE: CONTEMPLATED ESTABLISHMENT TOP SS 
OF A NEW DEPARTMENT ΙΝ THE 
CPSU | , 

At this time, the leading candidate for the post 
of the head of this department is Timur Timofeev, Assistant 

Director of the Institute of World’ Economy .and International 

Relations, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow, USSR. Timofeev 

has now received. his. doctorate and, has been accepted into the 

USSR Academy of Sciences as a candidate member, <A recent 

indication that the CPSU has Timofeev in mind for important 

things in the future was ‘that αὖ the Moscow celebration of the 

30th Anniversary of ‘the 7th Congress of the Comintern, Timofeev 
was chosen to make an important speech on the same platform with 

Boris N. Ponomarev, a secretary of the CC, CPSU. It is believed 

‘that Timofeev is as good as sdected although no appointments. 

have yet been made by the Presidium. Timofeev was inforned 

in an ‘unofficial manner about this new organization and his 

‘possible selection to get it by Mikhail Suslov, a member of the 

‘Presidium and a secretary of the CC, CPSU. It is known that 

Timofeev is already interviewing people whom.he wants on his 

staff. 

There is one possible obstacle_to Timofeev's selection 

or this important position. Timofeev, 
Eugene Dennis, deceased zorme 

Genera ecretary p-ot—the Commins D2 {Cp : 

Peggy Dennis, and| oth 
yeside in the United statés and are employer vy ‘Peoples! . 

World", a West Coast communist newspaper. 

| | [ a special correspondent for the "Peoples' 

World", is now ΟΣ ἃ tour of Eastern European socialist countries 

and: in: early ‘November, 1965, was in_the USSR, Timofeev , Without 

revealing his pending appotitmont peer 
not to return to the United States, but to remain in the 

or one of ‘the other socialist countries. It is Timofeev's 

τ ership of the CPSU would feel freer 
If not, they would still Jook upon 

imoleev aS an alien de e his fitness for the position. 

- 2 - a 



RE; CONTEMPLATED ESTABLISHMENT 

OF A NEW DEPARTMENT IN THE 
CPSU 

remembe : 2 - θαι: ν ocondly 
Soviet 

newspaper , she may y or Write something unfavorable of the 
soviet Union and this would mean problems for hin, 

It is understood now that Peggy Dennis will continue 
her tour of the socialist countries and then will return to the 
United States. Whether she will then return permanently to 
Eastern Europe thereafter is still undecided, Timofeev is known 
to desire that this matter not be raised at this time with 

but has indicated his desire that 
go to work for the'Womens' 

tion" in East Berlin or some 
international peace organization. In-a period of eight months 
or so, the matter could fficially with the CP, 
USA leadership to arrang rmanent residence 
abroad if she is willing. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
" ἷν dot) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) | ya | 
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ἢ and three copies each and for the New York Office ‘one copy 
Ἦν each of the following captioned letterhead memoranda: 

ROUTE IN Biv. ot OPE 
Date: 11/18/65 | | 

(Type in plointext or code) 
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Is-C af 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 

1) "Alf Dewhurst, Communist Party of Canada | 
Representative to ‘World Marxist Review, ἢ 
‘Prague, Czechoslovakia" 

2) "Communist Party of Australia" 

3) "Leonid Chernov, International Department, 
Central Committee, Communist Party of ‘the 
Soviet Union" 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memoranda was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 11/12, 
14, and 16/65 to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

tion regarding DEWHURST as set forth 2 

i, 

The inf 
in the enclosed | 
the course of p 
early 11/65 in Pr 

terhead memorandum was developed during 
contact with that individual during 
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The information set forth in the letterhead meno- . 
‘randum captioned "Communist Party of Australia” was developed 
during a brief discussion held with one ALEKSEI (LNU), ἃ. 
member of the British Commonwealth Section, International 
Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU) , during early 11/65 in ‘Moscow, USSR, 

. The information set forth in the enclosed ljetter- 
head memorandum captioned, "LEONID CHERNOV, International 
Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union" was based on personal contacts with ‘that individual 
in Moscow. 

The enclosed letterhead memoranda have been classi- 
fied "CSRMPENTZAL' and ΕΘΗ ΜΡ since unauthorized disclosure 

of the information set forth therein could reasonably result 
in the identification of this source who is furnishing infor- 
mation on the highest level concerning the international com- 
munist movement and thus adversely ‘affecting the national 
security, 

To further protect the identity of this source, 
- the enclosed letterhead memoranda have been shown as having 

| been prepared at Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 

1 
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DECLASS IFICATION ΕΠΠΕῈΒΕ 

: 9 © -. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 
File No. 

November 18, 1965 

coppasteria 

ALF DEWHURST, COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 
REPRESENTATIVE TO “WORLD MARXIST REVIEW," 
PRAGUB, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

In mid-November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

As of early November, 1965, Alf Dewhurst, leading 
representative of the Communist Party of Canada, had just 
arrived in Prague, Czechoslovakia, where he took up a posi- 
tion as Communist Party of Canada representative on the 
staff of the "World Marxist Review," official theoretical 
organ of the international communist movement. In Prague, 
Dewhurst will reside at No, 3 Lermontova and has telephone. 
number 341-636, 

' This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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-In Reply, Please Refer τὸ 
File No. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE , , 

FEDERAL BUREAU-OF INVESTIGATION 

‘Washington, Ὁ. C. 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF AUSTRALIA 

November 18, 1965 

In mid-November, 1965, :a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

L. Aaron, former Vice Chairman of the Comnunist 
Party of Australia, has now moved up to the position of 
General Secretary of the Communist Party of Australia. In 
his new position, Aaron was traveling to the Soviet Union 
and was expecting to arrive in Moscow during the early part 
of November, 1965, 

Laurence Sharkey, former General Secretary of the 
Communist Party of Australia, vacated ‘his Party post because. 
of extremely poor health and is now taking an inactive role 
in Party affairs. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not. to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 7 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION and 

In Reply Phose Refer Washington, D. C. ‘File Now 

November 18,. 1965 

ee 

LEONID CHERNOV, INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT; 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION... | ᾿ 

In mid-November, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past,. advised:as follows: 

Leonid: Chernov, former Chief Secretary to Boris Ν, 
Ponomarev,. Head of the International Departnent and a Secre- 
tary of the Central Committee, Communist ‘Party of the Soviet 
Union: (CPSU), 15. now back at work at the International 
Department following his recovery from.a heart attack. 
Chernov is now responsible for work in the International 
Department dealing with Greece and ‘Cyprus. In connection 
with his current assignment, Chernov was scheduled ‘to 
leave ‘Moscow on November 6, 1965, for a trip to Cyprus. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is: loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside ‘your ‘agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

δ P FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) on | t 7 
Ἢ 185" 

Now 
= Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
Ν . and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
Ls letterhead memorandum captioned, “Political Situation in 
7 Indonesia." 

ν᾽ The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
4 head memorandum was orally furnished on 11/12 and 13/65 by 
ἊΝ CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

3 In addition to the individuals mentioned ‘by Name 
in the enclosed letterhead memorandum, the question of 
Indonesia was also raised with VITALY KORIANOV, Deputy 
to BORIS N. PONOMAREV, and with NIKOLAI V. MOSTOVETS, Head 
of the North and South American Section, International 
Department, Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union, 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classi- 
fied " “ sincelinauthorized disclosure of the information 

| oyld reasonably result in the identification| 
of this source whi ds Surnishing information on the highest 
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level concerning ‘the international communist movement and 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 

To further protect the identity of the source, 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum has ‘been ‘shown as having 
been prepared at Washington, Ὦ. Ὁ, 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUE 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

November 19, 1965 

Ee 
POLITICAL SITUATION IN INDONESIA rr NE ΔΑ 

In mid-November, 1965, a source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised. as follows: 5 αὐ " 

As of early November, 1965, jeading representatives of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), including such individuals as Mikhail Suslov, a Secretary of the Central Committee, CPSU, and Boris Ν, Ponomarev, a Secretary of the Central Committee, CPSU, and Head of the International Depart- ment, claimed that the CPSU had ho current, accurate informa- tion available on the present political situation in Indonesia. These individuals stated that their knowledge and: information on the Indonesian situation was no better than the information which had been appearing in the Western press, 

Inquiries of lesser individuals in the CPSU regarding the existing situation in Indonesia produced no information on the subject and generally resulted in tirades against the ΟΡ of China and the "stupidity" of the CP of Indonesia leadership for having followed the Chinese dine, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed: 
outside your agency, 
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f Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential'informant. NY.694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him'by radio. 

On 11/26/65,, transmissions were heard by the. Bureau's 
radio station at.Midland at'which time'a message, NR582 GR635, was 
intercepted, 

‘The plain-text and‘cipher text-are attached, 

The New York: Office.is.aware of the contents. 
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Ὁ Φ " 11/65 

uaa NR 582 GR 635 41/26/65 

20109 56231 42815 72228 72456 97447 47555 52489 54939 54100 

Ὁ $2473 53710 56331 95993 20686 9252281308 09463 44115 90584 

51980 39933 70189 62468 67680 59477 70225 18082 29765 13900 

| 44883 48099 23646 91614 84136 17407 71305 75366 49154: 59269 

JO 47714 03678 95430 17757 09405 48790 46919 25557 16684 76829 “ 

| 42304 13464 11722 74829 85553 32808 68725 06988 60821 89572 

"75145 90262 96960 57422 07277 20639 56387 80315 07825 17598 

Ὁ 00863 47496: 27441 23939 14115 65132 03472 83041 17817 57589: 

30430 89447 48745 29302 60866 0455559066 95639 83635 20638 

200795 27543 88102 01535 15220 27789 94829 92459 65320 44564 

© y29824. 78764 70422 21334.94006 01976 08634 57572 92970 10065 

ὦ $4408 16252 20231 03255 31708 67067 05672 03961 90366 15804 

ἊΣ Le 2] ἔν μὸ 19105 97636-69533 96605 94765 419561 96508 75074 82653 

CO 0659 70069 98920 95608 64278 583135 52020 14262 73942 11708 

9142 73020 16232 72429 52224 60219 18248 18619 75486 10604 
= 4, 

. 
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59166 69165 30068 83851 26966 25889 31909 26099 17234 

© 1612 22420 74074 33655 34541 36573 35905 99501 84764 67905 

1971 70013 75316 67467 96985 $2335 73121 24432 92584 00175 
©) 

65146 90304 00635 006741 66370 00062 49212 14059 24576 63772 
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CO 70083 92833 42884 41826 07186 41440 49922 56161 47493 86179 

96425 60807 77653 84458 14992 59875 96914 77083 27694 71804 
© 

15505 241519 307S2 $2638 61572 32258 81857 85980 70804 88786 

© 333i7 33254 70602 60321 89392 93381 39817 96792 03348 20192 

49794 18270 55817 22506 81175 91416 78562 14449 69170 92616 
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aun 99797 97591 99059 51577 15517 10406 57692 04276 00936 10859 

48046 68375 $1145 06563 50993 25239 00600 57508 79980. 81798 

09869 06401 90365 82749 25940 95381 16969 94247 54725. 38852 

66675 06890 90732 00342 40929 97410 19848 06539 45414 76972 

41299 20802 62013 382787 89160 65317 68837' 57006 29937 86660. 

20297 07325 60786 91493 94363. 23154 26985 69107 73546 45520 

50776 90500 23576 97427 47357 71319 59860 82026 10537 55686 

45227 19167 98481 85328 60431 77760 99207 48525 06822 $3305 - 

O O09 0 0 0 ὦ 
07259 51639 17089 75542 65581 41740 02225 52569 20686 59447 | 

65285 93872 09626 23510 70380 49268-31382 76677 34443 93325 
-- —_ 

687352 71720 27280 59775 17052 01005 21111 57287 70297 42860 © 

65266 37845 46902 54152 24899 46769 85962 38725 520641 02851 — 

39267 25980 71758 64491 70854 60672 33516 74644 69257 26622. | | 

£47363 73647 09334 16257 75386 45500. 31021 67104 93703 58212 ες ἢ 
o 

C) 
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< 

Ὁ ξ47665: 25016 $4675 26258 31398 50283. 35560 52776 22711 37955 
= 1 

£13651 59374 74275 27148 67462 44913..13125 51857 70348 48807 | 

Ὁ ξρθ249 75213 63601 71202 49294 38666 29140 83903 76732 27658 

Y58002 21592 61809 44773 21205 48794 72193 87663 18079 25517 

58872 71531 51376 27479 70289 40726 66614 81804 94477 52571 

© E5394 29684 91492 37642 78738 02346 01565 16554 15516 12053 

43198 $8476 23239 55116 85068 18203 23333 77637 90740 58634 

75009 05702 58036 53444 94163 24459 95360. 65527 82117 46927 

Ὁ 14486 96188 01963 84896 93271 72642 22760 57252 70324 32947 

C 92428 85390 83295 31594 61455 37858 48543 91020 18136 50218 
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REC- 11 ἢ 2 ~ Cotter ἃ 

AID TO NORTH VIETNAM 1 ~ Liaison 
γ 2 ὦ RB C. Putnam 

A source which has furnished reliable information in 
the past has advised that in early November, 1965, selected 
representatives of communist parties from various countries τ 
visiting in Moscow, Russia, were permitted to review ἃ 
document prepared by the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union regarding aid rendered to North Vietnam, 
This document included military aid rendered by the Soviets and 
economic aid given by various socialist countries, In essence 
‘this document was reported to contain the following informat 

‘Military Aid | | ΕΝ 

om 1953 to 1964 the Soviet Union gave more -than Fr 
200,000,000 rubles in military aid to North Vietnam, This τ ὦ 
material consisted primarily of aircraft, ammunition, artill 
tanks, PI boats and communications equipaent, Following the 
Gulf of Tonkin incident in the Summer of 1964, the Soviet Unisn | 
furnished equipment worth 32,000,000 plus 15,600,000’ rubles wWérkth> 
of rockets and other antiaircraft equipment to North Vietnam, ‘The 
Soviets also provided instructors to train the North Vietnazese in 
using this equipment. : 

.As a result of pressure from-Communist China, 
North Vietnam refused an offer by the Soviets to provide com~ 
‘plete air defense units for the City of Hanoi with Soviet 
personnel, North Vietnam also. refused a Soviet offer to pro~ 
vide intercepter aircraft and crews to train North Vietnamese 
crews in hattic. However, an agreement was reached that the 
Soviet Union would provide aircraft and training for 
North Vietnamese pergonnel in the Soviet Union andrpermit 
the trained crews to fly these planes back to North Vietnam. 
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‘TOP. 

AID TO NORTH VIETNAM 

In February, 1965, material aid: worth an additional 
150,000,000 rubles was granted. North Vietnam by the Soviets and 
following . discussions with North Vietnamese leaders in the sane 
month, military aid worth 145,000,000 rubles was giveh | 
North Vietnam. The latter. ‘grantowas ‘to be used primarily 
for airfields with related installations, During these 
discussions the Soviets also agreed to replace or tebuild 
120 kilometers of damaged railroads and to rebuild or a 
replace bombed bridges and: power stations. 

ΟΣ the total amount of military aid:granted to 
| North ‘Vietnam by the Soviets, material worth over 300,000,000: 
rubles has ‘been delivered in the last few months, 

‘Economic Aid From Socialist Countries 

During the period 1953 to 1964 various socialist 
countries. granted a total of 317,000,000’ rubles’ worth of | 
economic aid to North Vietnam, Almost one third of this 
amount was given gratis, ‘The Soviet Union furnished 40 per cent 
of the total economic aid. Albost three fourths of the aid 
furnished by the Soviet Union consisted of complete industrial 
plants shipped to North Vietnam, It is hoped that by 1967 
185 new planta will be set up in North Vietnam. At the present 
time 85-such industrial plants are in operation. To assist in 
the economic development of North Vietnam the Soviet Union has 
gent 2,148 specialists to that country since 1955, 

Because of the sensitive nature of the source which 
nis the | above information, this communication is classified 
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AID TO NORTH VIETNAK 

NOTE: — 

. Classitiea Bap tEevat since unauthorized disclosure 
of this iWformation could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-5) who is.of continuing value and ‘such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to ‘the Nation, 
‘Dissemination is being made: to Honorable Marvin Matson, 
‘Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean Rusk,.. | 
Secretary of State; Honorable Robert.S.'NcNamara, Secretary 
of Defense; Vice.Admiral William Ἐς Raborn, Jr., Director of 
Central ‘Intelligence ‘Agency;..and the-Attorney General by 
‘routing slips. Data-extracted from CGairtel 11/16/65, captioned - 
“Solo, IS.- C." See memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan, 11/22/65, 
gabtioned “Solo, Internal Security ~ Communist,“ prepared by 
RCP spah, | 
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While on Solo Mission 19 to the Soviet Uniok and p 
CzeGhoslovakig. 10/19/65 to 11/12/65, CG 5824-S* was permitted to 

Me. W. Gy sullivaty DATE: November 22, 1965 oa 

FROM : My, FVJ. baumgardnon 

OLO 
TERNAL SECURITY =~ COMMUNIST 

Pad fad fad fod fed μὰ Pd ut 

view a ‘ document in the possession of a.member of the 
Central-Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in 
Moscow along with selected representatives of other connunist 
parties: from other countries. Although he could make no notes 
from this::document, the source stated that this document con- 
cerned Soviet aid to North Vietnam and that the essence of the 
document :was as follows: 

wir ' x 
Military Aid 

From 1953 to 1964 the Soviet Union gave more than 
200,000,000 rubles in military aid to North Vietnam. This material 
consisted primarily of aircraft, ammunition, artillery, tanks, PT 
boats and communications equipment, Following the Gulf of Tonkin 
incident in the Summer of 1964, the Soviet Union furnished equipment 
worth 32,000,000 rubles plus 15,600,000 rubles worth of rockets and 
other antiaircraft equipment to North Vietnam. The Soviets also 
provided instructors to train the North Vietnamese in using this 
equipment, 

As a result of pressure from Communist China, North Vietnam 
refused an offer by the Soviets to provide complete air defense units 
for the City of Hanoi with ‘Soviet personnel, North Vietnam also 
refused a Soviet offer to provide intercepter aircraft and crews 
to train North ‘Vietnamese crews in battle. ‘However, an agreement 
was reached that the Soviet Union would provide aircraft and 
training for North Vietnamese personnel in the Soviet Union :and. 
permit the trained crews. to. fly. these planes back to North:‘Vietnam, 

In February,j, 1965, material aid worth an additional 
150,000,000 rubles was grantédiNorth Vietnam by the Soviets and! 
following discussions with North Vietnamese leaders in the same 
month, military 4 d\ngytiv7145 ,000;000 rubles was given North Core | 
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Memorandum to Mr. Ws C. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100428091 

The latter grant was to be used primarily for airfields with: ̓ 
related installations, During these discussions the Soviets also 
agreed to replace or rebuild 120 kilometers of damaged. railroads 
and to rebuild or replace bombed bridges and power stations, 

Of the total amount of military aid granted to 
North Vietnam by the Soviets, material worth. over 300,000,000 
rubles has been delivered in the last few months, 

Economic Aid From Socialist Countries 

During the period 1955 to 1964 various socialist countries 
granted a total of 317;000,000’rubles worth of economic aid to 
North Vietnam, Almost one third of this amount was given gratis, 
The Soviet Union furnished 40 per cent of the total economic aid. 
Almost three fourths of the aid furnished by the Soviet Union con~ 
sisted of complete industrial plants shipped to North Vietnam, It 
is hoped that by 1967 185 new plants will be set up in North Vietnam, 
At the present time 85-such industrial plants are in operation, To 
assist in the economic development of North Vietnam the Soviet Union 
has sent 2,148 specialists to that country since 1955, 

RECOMMENDATION :- 

‘That the attached summary be sent to Honorable Marvin 
‘Watson, Special Assistant το the President; Honorable Dean Rusk; 

. Secretary of State; Honorable Robert S. McNamara, Secretary of 
‘ Defense; Vice Admiral William F, Raborn, Jr., Director of Central 
‘Intelligence Agency;'‘and the Attorney General by routing slips, 
incorporating the: information obtained by CG 5824~S*, 
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TO : ‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100-42809)2) ΕΝ S ih) 

f FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ΄ ΚΜ 
ἢ | “ | : ov V 

| (Boro Gg. | | 
| **"¥8=¢ gar ᾿ 

ReNYairtel dated 8/27/65. _ pan! 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies i 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant'’s state- 

ment captioned, "Error of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union in Connection with Funds Delivered August, 1965, and’ 
Amount to be Made Available ‘to the 'New World Review. '"' 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 
statement was orally furnished on 11/12 and 13/65 by CG 5824-S*,| . 
‘who has furnished reliable information in the past, to SAs 
WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 
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